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Climate mauling, polar bears, and the self-inflicted wounds 

of the self-righteous 

Susan J. Crockford, Ph.D.    9 April 2018   www.polarbearscience.com 

[update: a few spelling errors/typos corrected in this version] 

The BioScience paper "Internet blogs, polar bears, and climate-change denial by proxy" (Harvey 

et al. 2018) is a smack-talk response to my pointing out that polar bear numbers did not plummet 

as predicted when mid-century-like sea ice conditions arrived unexpectedly in 2007 (Crockford 

2017). Here is why this shoddy piece of work will go down in history as a self-inflicted wound 

for the polar bear community (and biologist co-authors Ian Stirling and Steven Amstrup) and an 

own-goal for their wanna-be climate-hero friends, Stephan Lewandowsky, Jeff Harvey, and 

Michael Mann. 

            

https://academic.oup.com/bioscience/advance-article/doi/10.1093/biosci/bix133/4644513
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“…absolutely the stupidest paper I have ever seen published” tweeted climate scientist Judith 

Curry, Emeritus Professor of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences at Georgia Institute of Technology 

("Georgia Tech"). 

Dr. Curry is a favourite target of colleague Michael Mann's penchant for derogatory name-

calling. Ironically, Mann often promotes something he calls the "Serengeti Strategy," which he 

described to US Congress in 2017 in presenting himself as a victim of abused by others [my 

bold]: 

"I coined the term “Serengeti Strategy” back in 2012 in “The Hockey Stick and the Climate 

Wars” to describe how industry special interests who feel threatened by scientific findings—be it 

tobacco and lung cancer, or fossil fuel burning and climate change—single out individual 

scientists to attack in much the same way lions of the Serengeti single out an individual zebra 

from the herd. In numbers there is strength, but individuals are far more vulnerable. Science 

critics will therefore often select a single scientist to ridicule, hector, and intimidate. The 

presumed purpose is to set an example for other scientists who might consider sticking their 

neck out by participating in the public discourse over certain matters of policy-relevant 

science." Michael Mann, 2017 Congressional testimony. 

Mann thinks others are using this strategy against him but if he had half an ounce of self-

awareness he'd see it's exactly what he and his long list of colleagues are doing with the Harvey 

et al. BioScience attack on me. Intimidation by numbers is the only rational explanation for a 

roster of 14 when two incompetent researchers could have produced a similar result. 

Polar bear specialists Ian Stirling and Steven Amstrup knew they didn't have a valid argument to 

refute my paper (Crockford 2017; Crockford and Geist 2018) on their failed polar bear survival 

model (Amstrup et al. 2007), which their responses to my International Polar Bear Day (27 

February 2018) Financial Post op-ed revealed to the world (see here and here with references). 

So when ignoring me didn't work – or, more accurately, when the world started paying too much 

attention to me, by their own admission (Harvey et al. 2018:3) – they teamed up with Michael 

Mann, Jeff Harvey, and Stephan Lewandowsky (all with previous form attacking colleagues who 

don't share their views) to publish an academic paper attacking my scientific integrity. In the 

words of Terence Corcoran, I was "climate mauled." 

Judith Curry stated recently (14 February 2018), regarding the Mann lawsuit against Rand 

Simberg, Mark Steyn and the National Review vs. the attacks on her integrity: 

"Mann’s libelous statements about me (because he is a scientist with many awards) are far more 

serious than say Rand Simberg’s statements about Mann." 

In other words, like the attack on me in the Harvey paper (used to libel other internet bloggers by 

association), when senior scientists like Mann, Stirling, and Amstrup use derogatory and 

defamatory language against a colleague it's a serious breach of professional ethics that impacts 

careers. Harvey et al.'s attack against me may be worse than those against Curry at a 

Congressional Hearing because it has been entered into the scientific literature in my own field.
1
 

https://ocean.gatech.edu/people/dr-judith-curry
https://judithcurry.com/2017/01/03/jc-in-transition/
https://www.nationalreview.com/2017/03/michael-mann-house-testimony-climate-change-embarrassing-rude/
https://judithcurry.com/2017/03/31/deniers-lies-and-politics/
https://peerj.com/preprints/2737/
http://business.financialpost.com/opinion/polar-bears-keep-thriving-even-as-global-warming-alarmists-keep-pretending-theyre-dying
http://polarbearscience.com/2018/03/11/amstrup-colleages-cant-refute-my-critique-of-their-2007-polar-bear-survival-model-part-1/
http://polarbearscience.com/2018/03/12/amstrup-colleages-cant-refute-my-critique-of-their-2007-polar-bear-survival-model-part-2/
https://judithcurry.com/2017/03/31/deniers-lies-and-politics/
https://judithcurry.com/2017/03/31/deniers-lies-and-politics/
https://www.nature.com/articles/415364a
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2014.00293/full
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2014/04/15/quote-of-the-week-beyond-noble-cause-corruption/
https://twitter.com/wattsupwiththat/status/936304394181554177
http://business.financialpost.com/opinion/terence-corcoran-canadian-finds-polar-bears-are-doing-fine-and-gets-climate-mauled
https://www.steynonline.com/7661/the-craziness-of-the-climate-science-echo-chamber
https://judithcurry.com/2018/02/14/update-libel-cases-and-the-climate-wars/?utm_content=buffer2eef2&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_campaign=buffer
https://www.steynonline.com/7734/the-vertigo-at-the-top-of-the-stick
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However, I expect BioScience (read mostly by teachers, students, and the general public, and 

therefore widely subscribed to by public libraries) was the only outlet willing to publish such 

unprofessional tripe. The editor's refusal to retract the paper after numerous complaints about the 

language and the quality of the scientific content, tells you all you need to know about the 

journal's "low, sectarian standards". For example, the notice showing the two corrections they 

were willing to make at the end of March 2018 had to be pulled because such an egregious error 

occurred (it was posted to the wrong journal) it got the attention of online watchdog Retraction 

Watch! [Still not fixed as of 8 April] 

                                       

It also tells us quite a lot about the bias of its publishers, the American Institute of Biological 

Sciences. 

Did you know, for example, that this organization has an "actionbioscience" program that 

provides free idealogically biased content aimed at kids and teachers that's not particularly 

different from the biased content produced (without references) for kids and teachers by activist 

conservation outfit Polar Bears International (employer of Harvey et al. co-author Steve 

Amstrup)? The AIBS actionbioscience program currently includes an out-of date, alarmist essay 

by litigious Center for Biological Diversity employee Shaye Wolf on the plight of penguins 

(from 2009) as well as one by pessimistic polar bear specialist Andrew Derocher (from 2008) . 

If you are able, please support the work I do here at PolarBearScience, some of which 

will go to Josh for these fabulous cartoons:   

https://www.aibs.org/publications/
https://blogs.spectator.co.uk/2018/04/the-guardian-letter-defending-jeremy-corbyn-is-a-sham/
https://polarbearscience.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/harvey-et-al-2018-corrigendum_in-print-april-issue.pdf
http://polarbearscience.com/2018/04/03/correction-notice-for-harvey-et-al-bioscience-paper-retracted-due-to-error/
https://retractionwatch.com/2018/04/02/caught-our-notice-climate-change-leads-to-more-neurosurgery-for-polar-bears/
https://retractionwatch.com/2018/04/02/caught-our-notice-climate-change-leads-to-more-neurosurgery-for-polar-bears/
https://academic.oup.com/bioscience/advance-article/doi/10.1093/biosci/bix133/4644513
http://www.actionbioscience.org/
http://www.actionbioscience.org/environment/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/climate-change
https://polarbearsinternational.org/polar-bears
http://www.actionbioscience.org/biodiversity/wolf.html
http://www.actionbioscience.org/environment/derocher.html
http://www.cartoonsbyjosh.com/
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=ADEM4SW6W5PW4
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Here is a list of issues regarding the Harvey et al. paper as well as responses to it: some of 

these you won't have heard before.  

Financial conflicts of interest 

There are financial conflicts of interest in this Harvey BioScience incident as well as an ethical 

one: people may not realize it but Mann’s new children’s book and Amstrup’s employer Polar 

Bears International depend absolutely upon the iconic polar-bear-in-peril image to sell their 

messages of an imminent climate change apocalypse. 

In addition, Mann’s book also competes for sales with my popular polar bear book for kids, 

Polar Bear Facts & Myths (available in English, French and German), which doesn’t sell fear 

along with the science. What better book marketing strategy for Mann than to smear the 

scientific integrity of the competition just before his book is released? 

I suspect this has had some impact on sales of my book because of the negative reviews posted 

on Amazon just after the Harvey paper was released, with language similar to that used in the 

paper (see here; also here for a nasty review of my book for preschoolers (Polar Bears Have Big 

Feet), which has no controversial content whatsoever, by someone who hasn't read it). 

Stirling warned off my Range co-author in an ugly display of unscientific 

petulance 

Consensus polar bear expert Ian Stirling is incensed that I have criticized certain aspects of his 

recent work on this blog and in my various essays and papers (e.g. Crockford 2017), which his 

co-authorship of the Harvey et al. paper demonstrates. 

                     

https://polarbearscience.com/2018/01/04/failed-amstrup-polar-bear-predictions-have-climate-change-community-in-a-panic/
http://news.psu.edu/story/498171/2017/12/13/research/picture-book-empowers-children-families-tackle-climate-change
https://salsa4.salsalabs.com/o/51114/p/salsa/donation/common/public/?donate_page_KEY=11149
https://salsa4.salsalabs.com/o/51114/p/salsa/donation/common/public/?donate_page_KEY=11149
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1541123336/
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/RPCXGJEVAWXS0/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=1541123336
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R2O0CPXQYYX9S0/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=1541281829
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1541281829/ref=sr_1_4?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1483499685&sr=1-4
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1541281829/ref=sr_1_4?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1483499685&sr=1-4
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/ian-stirling-polar-bear-weston-foundation-1.3357587
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But Stirling recently stooped to a disturbing move for an Order of Canada recipient. Around New 

Years this year (only four weeks or so after the Harvey et al. paper was published), Stirling 

phoned my colleague Val Geist at home, chastised him for having co-authored the Winter 

2017/2018 RANGE Magazine article with me (Crockford and Geist 2018), told him what an 

awful person I was, and warned him against any further co-authorship with me, lest the 

association destroy his [Geist's] professional reputation. 

Dr. Geist called me a few days afterward to tell me about the incident, which clearly left him 

astonished and somewhat amused, mostly at the level of desperation it must have taken for 

Stirling to pull such an unscientific and unprofessional stunt. These men are peers in the true 

sense of the word: in 1999, Stirling won the William Rowan Distinguished Service Award 

bestowed by Alberta Chapter of the Wildlife Society, and the next year (2000), the same award 

was won by Geist. 

Stirling later emailed Geist a copy of the Bioscience Harvey et al. article to bolster the 

points he'd made on the phone. Under slightly different circumstances, this would be called 

tortious interference. 

And people wonder why I don't have papers about polar bears and sea ice published in the peer-

reviewed literature! If this is what the most respected senior consensus polar bear scientist in the 

world will do to protect an idea he has allowed to define his life's work, imagine what an 

anonymous reviewer from Stirling's loyal group of less senior researchers would do to keep any 

polar bear paper of mine out of the scientific literature? 

I admire Stirling immensely for his field research and reports from the early decades of his career 

and have nothing against him personally. But warning off a colleague from professional 

interactions with me was an underhanded abuse of power. It may also be sexist: don't forget that 

until relatively recently, polar bear research was very much a male-only field and Stirling has 

been the alpha-male of the field since the 1980s. 

Stirling, Amstrup, and I have a dispute about interpretation of a few pertinent facts: it happens all 

the time in science. But what Stirling has done is not how such issues are resolved. It's just not 

how science is done. 

http://graduation.ubc.ca/event/honorary-degrees/2013-honorary-degree-recipients/dr-ian-stirling/
https://www.actws.ca/awards/previous-award-winners/
http://www.mondaq.com/canada/x/290440/Class+Actions/Intentional+Interference+With+Economic+Relations+Now+Called+Unlawful+Means+Tort+Supreme+Court+Of+Canada+Clarifies+Test+For+Tort
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2017/11/30/1719809/-Explaining-Reality-and-Denial-s-Polar-Opposite-View-on-Polar-Bears
https://polarbearscience.com/2017/12/02/bioscience-article-is-academic-rape-an-assertion-of-power-and-intimidation/
https://polarbearscience.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/pbsg-meeting-participants-overview-pbsg_npolar_no_en_meetings_jan-9-2013-marked.pdf
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Caption: The essence of Crockford (2017): Amstrup et al.'s (2007) failed prophesy of catastrophe 

"Blogs" that aren't 

Harvey et al.'s list of "science-based" blogs listed in the "Supplementary Data" included non-

profit conservation organization Polar Bears International, a non-profit conservation 

organization. However, PBI launched a new format for their website on 16 Jan 2017 that no 

longer included a separate 'blog' category.  Now there are only "news" posts and co-author 

Amstrup surely knew about this change: he is employed as their 'senior scientist.' 

This means if you are looking for an older blog entry, you won't find it unless you have the exact 

URL. And if you went looking for a blog post on 29 November 2017, when the Harvey et al. 

paper was published, you would find only co-called ‘news’ items. This 'news' item by co-author 

Steven Amstrup, has no references cited whatsoever (I guess if you’re on the right side of the 

consensus, references aren’t necessary,  which would explain why PBI information and 

educational pages (like this one on “Four Sea Ice Regions”) also contains no references). 

Add this to the other easily identified issues with the concept of comparing a roster of cherry-

picked blogs, which Harvey et al. define as “a website that contains regularly updated online 

personal ideas, comments, and/or hyperlinks provided by the writer (Nisbet and Kotcher 2013)” 

including: 

1) ScienceDaily is a website for a scientific literature aggregator with content based on press 

releases, usually about papers just published: it's not even close to being a "science-based" blog; 

2) Daily Caller is an online news provider with an "Opinion" section, like most mainstream 

newspapers; Breitbart is also a news outlet that publishes columns by opinion writers. Neither 

are "blogs" of any kind; 

https://polarbearscience.files.wordpress.com/2018/03/harvey-et-al-2018-supplement_downloaded-26-march-2018.doc
https://polarbearsinternational.org/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/news/article-polar-bears/arctic-national-wildlife-refuge/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/polar-bears/habitat#seaiceregions
https://www.sciencedaily.com/
http://dailycaller.com/
http://www.breitbart.com/
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3) Daily Caller is listed twice in the list of "denier" blogs ("The Daily Caller" and "Daily 

Caller"). 

4) The View From Here is a defunct blog: it has not been updated since 20 Dec 2015. Ditto the 

Dot Earth blog at the New York Times (last post 5 December 2016) and World Climate Report 

(by an even greater margin: last entry 5 October 2012); the Tom Nelson blog is similarly 

defunct: there has been only two entries since 11 April 2015, the latest September 2016, although 

there are links on his blog to his twitter feed, which is still active. 

5) Evidence of plagiarism of PolarBearScience content discovered on the so-called "science-

based" Churchill Polar Bears blog – the author didn't cite my work, so didn't get scored as a 

"denier" site. 

Even one of the above examples means that the entire premise of the analysis presented in 

the Harvey et al. paper ('denier vs. science-based blogs') is bogus: whatever results the 

authors found are based on utterly flawed data. Simply clicking on the links of the so-called 

blogs on their list would have revealed the errors above, but apparently no one took this 

verification step (e.g. see also the discussion of "York" blog below; the list of blogs used is here). 

It appears the authors worked from a previously constructed list of blogs (such as the "blog roll" 

found on WUWT, lower right sidebar), augmented by a Google search for blogs containing 

certain key words, but left out the step of confirming suitable content of each entry. Such a 

failure of the basic data would be grounds for retraction by any journal that takes science 

seriously, which obviously excludes BioScience. 

Technical critical comment 

From Rajan and Tol (2018), "Lipstick on a bear: a comment on internet blogs, polar bears, and 

climate change denial by proxy" (submitted to BioScience but rejected): 

"The write-up shows signs of haste – typographical errors (“principle component 

analysis”, “refereces cited”) and nonsensical statements (“95% normal probability”) 

escaped the attention of the 14 authors – but so does the analysis. The paper does three 

things: It creates a database, it classifies subjects, and it conducts a principal component 

analysis. No details have been shared on the database construction or the classification 

(Lewandowsky and Bishop 2016), so we focus on the principal component analysis and 

evaluate the data at face value. 

.... 

Harvey et al. (2017) thus really show that there are people who worry about sea-ice and 

polar bears, and those who do not and cite Dr Crockford. That sceptics (labeled 

“denier”) disagree with the veracity of claims surrounding sea ice is tautological, 

because that is how they are identified as being sceptical. The principal component 

analysis merely illustrates this known and expected difference. 

http://dailycaller.com/
https://hro001.wordpress.com/
http://dotearth.blogs.nytimes.com/
http://www.worldclimatereport.com/
http://tomnelson.blogspot.ca/
https://polarbearscience.com/2018/01/22/blog-uses-my-polar-bear-info-but-no-link-to-pbs-means-they-are-science-based/
http://churchillpolarbears.org/2017/08/churchills-polar-bears-of-august/
http://www.yorkblog.com/
https://polarbearscience.files.wordpress.com/2018/03/harvey-et-al-2018-supplement_downloaded-26-march-2018.doc
https://wattsupwiththat.com/
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But Harvey et al. (2017) do not just show that there are two camps. They take sides. 

Unfortunately, they count noses and argue from authority, rather than assess the strength 

of the evidence. It is well-known that like-minded blogs often copy or paraphrase 

material from one another. Academic papers similarly often repeat a salient conclusion 

from previous research. 

The argument from authority is further weakened by examining the 92 learned papers. Of 

the 86 “majority view” papers, 39 were authored by Steven Amstrup, Rascha Nuijten or 

Ian Stirling, who are among the alii in Harvey et al. (2017). Another 13 were authored by 

Andrew Derocher, a frequent (n=10) co-author of Amstrup. 

The paper does not specify how these 92 papers were identified, beyond a “broad 

keyword search” on the “ISI Web of Science”. The Web of Science returns 179 articles 

for a query on “polar bear” and “sea ice”. No information is given how the larger 

sample of relevant papers was reduced to the smaller one used by Harvey et al. (2017).  

Comparing the relative contribution of the ten most prolific authors according to the Web 

of Science to their relative presence in Harvey’s sample reveals that the latter is not 

representative of the former ( 92=17.4, p=0.04). Research by co-authors Amstrup and 

Stirling is overrepresented in Harvey et al. (2017), and work by Jon Aars and Oystein 

Wiig underrepresented. The sample used by Harvey et al. (2017) appears to be a sample 

of convenience, and unrepresentative. 

Amstrup, Stirling or Derocher are co-authors on nearly 70% (60/86) of the “majority-

view” papers. Similarly, papers are defined as “controversial” because Derocher and/or 

the authors themselves wrote disagreeing replies to them (4/6). The self-referential, non-

independent (Vul et al. 2009) nature of the sample defeats its use in attacking critics for 

not representing a purported broader scientific consensus. The data underlying the paper 

therefore cannot assist authors’ quizzical stance that critics (labeled “deniers”) ought to 

echo the very finding they set out to critique.  

Even less is known about how blogs were selected and classified. In the absence of (any) 

selection criteria, and from the selected data, it is fair to presume that weblogs citing 

Susan Crockford were directly selected. This would worsen the problem of circular 

inference. 

In sum, Harvey et al. (2017) play a statistical game of smoke and mirrors. They validate 

their data, collected by an unclear process, by comparing it to data of unknown 

provenance. They artificially inflate the dimensionality of their data only to reduce that 

dimensionality using a principal component analysis. They pretend their results are two 

dimensional where there is only one dimension. They suggest that there are many 

nuanced positions where there are only a few stark ones – at least, in their data.  

On a topic as complex as this, there are of course many nuanced positions; the jitter 

applied conceals the poor quality of Harvey’s data and obscures the underlying 

perspectival homogeneity from self-selection. They show that there is disagreement on 
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the vulnerability of polar bears to climate change, but offer no new evidence who is right 

or wrong – apart from a fallacious argument from authority, with a “majority view” 

taken from an unrepresentative sample. Once the substandard statistical application to 

poor data is removed, what remains is a thinly veiled attempt on a colleague’s 

reputation." 

Read the entire paper here. 

Dogwhistling about original research and peer reviewed papers 

The mantra in the Harvey et al. paper, and repeated by supporters at every opportunity, is that I 

haven't done field work on polar bears or published peer-reviewed papers about them. The 

second fact had to be changed (see the corrigendum here) to clarify that I hadn't published any 

peer-reviewed papers "on the effects of sea ice on the population dynamics of polar bears." This 

still allowed them to ignore the paper about polar bear population dynamics and sea ice 

published at PeerJ Preprints that awaits critical comment from my peers (Crockford 2017) prior 

to publication. 

[Of course, that paper is the one they don't want the public to see. It points out the failure of 

Amstrup and colleagues 2007 prediction that polar bear numbers would plummet when summer 

sea ice levels declined to a particular point, not expected until 2050 or so but which actually 

happened unexpectedly in 2007. A summary, which came out just before the Harvey paper was 

released, was published in the Winter issue of RANGE Magazine (Crockford and Geist 2018, 

open access)] 

The Harvey paper neglected to include the fact that I am a professional zoologist with four 

decades of pertinent experience. They left out the fact that I have a Ph.D. and many peer-

reviewed papers on a variety of topics including Arctic ecology and evolution of Arctic species 

(Rajan and Tol 2018). They refer to me as a "blogger" as if that were my only credential, when it 

is precisely because I am so well qualified to critique the work of polar bear scientists that they 

feel a need to trash my reputation. 

My educational background, publication record, and experience qualify me as an non-specialist 

reviewer of polar bear ecology papers. My intimate knowledge of the volumes of polar bear 

literature, which I've studied since the early 1990s, allows me to synthesize decades-old and 

recent reports while providing critical commentary regarding some of the inconsistencies and 

sources of bias presented in the material (e.g. Crockford 2014; 2018). I use an approach called 

"consilience" [a big-picture, interdisciplinary examination of a full range of topics related to an 

issue, including ecology, life history, genetics, geology, zoogeography, and archaeology] that is 

all-but foreign to the one-species, field-research dominated world-views of polar bear specialists. 

I understand that my criticisms make Stirling and Amstrup uncomfortable and even angry. But 

this is how science works: there should always be someone around to critique your work. The 

fact that no one has effectively done this for Stirling and Amstrup, before now, is a real scientific 

travesty. 

http://richardtol.blogspot.ca/2017/12/lipstick-on-bear.html
https://polarbearscience.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/harvey-et-al-2018-corrigendum_in-print-april-issue.pdf
https://peerj.com/preprints/2737/
http://rangemagazine.com/features/winter-18/range-wi18-contents.htm
https://polarbearscience.com/2017/12/05/retraction-request-to-bioscience-foia-emails-document-another-harsh-criticism-of-amstrups-2007-polar-bear-model/
https://polarbearscience.com/2018/02/27/state-of-the-polar-bear-report-2017-shows-polar-bears-are-thriving/
http://quillette.com/2018/04/08/academias-consilience-crisis/
https://polarbearscience.com/2018/01/15/science-optimism-and-the-resilience-of-polar-bears-in-an-ever-changing-arctic/
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Claims I don't reference the literature 

Harvey et al. state: "Crockford vigorously criticizes, without supporting evidence, the findings of 

several leading researchers who have studied polar bears in the field for decades.” 

This is the most blatant lie of all: anyone who reads my blog or has read my recent paper 

(Crockford 2017) knows this is the opposite of what I do.  The fact that I criticize with 

supporting evidence is precisely why these "leading researchers" feel so threatened and 

why the paper had to be written. 

For example, as I explained in my retraction request, I spent considerable time and effort in 2014 

going through the scientific literature on the topic of sea ice cover and walrus haulout behaviour. 

I wrote a series of blog posts which included quotes from those papers and, where possible, 

copies of the papers themselves. 

In the end, there were four detailed blog posts on the topic (all are listed here). At this point the 

Global Warming Policy Foundation asked me to compile those into one fully referenced 

document, for which I was paid – as are all scientists and science writers who produce articles 

for science magazine features (Crockford 2014, pdf here). Note my conclusion that Pacific 

walrus show no particular increased risk to survival from recent sea ice declines has been 

vindicated: the US Fish and Wildlife Service recently declared  that walrus are not in need of 

ESA protection as they have shown an ability to adapt to sea ice loss that was “not foreseen.” 

Media coverage 

Media coverage of this paper was enormous and quite out of proportion to its significance. That's 

because three – yes three – press releases were issued by the various institutions at which co-

authors are employed.  Read releases here, here, (as pdf) and here. 

Only one journalist contacted me prior to the embargo being lifted on the paper, which was the 

only reason I knew about it a few hours prior to publication. 

Innumerable opportunities for co-authors to vent their rage against me via media interviews were 

thus created (e.g. here, here, here, here, here, here [pdf] and here). 

Some examples: 

"Real polar bear researcher [Ian] Stirling, who spent more than four decades studying 

polar bears and publishing over 150 papers and five books on the topic, says Crockford 

has “zero” authority on the subject." [Desmogblog Canada, 30 December 2017] 

As I noted at the time, Steve Amstrup was quoted as saying [Motherboard, 1 December 2017]: 

https://polarbearscience.com/2017/11/29/polar-bears-refused-to-die-as-predicted-and-this-is-how-the-propheseers-respond/
http://polarbearscience.com/2018/03/12/amstrup-colleages-cant-refute-my-critique-of-their-2007-polar-bear-survival-model-part-2/
http://polarbearscience.com/2018/03/12/amstrup-colleages-cant-refute-my-critique-of-their-2007-polar-bear-survival-model-part-2/
https://polarbearscience.com/2017/12/05/retraction-request-to-bioscience-foia-emails-document-another-harsh-criticism-of-amstrups-2007-polar-bear-model/
http://polarbearscience.com/2014/10/01/mass-haulouts-of-pacific-walrus-and-stampede-deaths-are-not-new-not-due-to-low-ice-cover/
https://polarbearscience.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/walrus_on-the-beach_crockford-2014.pdf
https://polarbearscience.com/2017/10/04/breaking-pacific-walrus-is-not-threatened-with-extinction-says-us-fish-wildlife/
https://nioo.knaw.nl/en/press/debat-tussen-tegenpolen-ijsberenblogs-bewijzen-gapend-gat-tussen-feiten-en-meningen
https://polarbearsinternational.org/news/article-polar-bears/news-release-polar-bears-and-the-climate-change-denial-machine/
https://polarbearscience.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/pbi-news-release_-polar-bears-and-the-climate-change-denial-machine_29-nov-2017.pdf
https://nioo.knaw.nl/en/press/debat-tussen-tegenpolen-ijsberenblogs-bewijzen-gapend-gat-tussen-feiten-en-meningen
https://polarbearscience.com/2017/11/29/polar-bears-refused-to-die-as-predicted-and-this-is-how-the-propheseers-respond/
https://www.desmog.uk/2017/12/01/how-do-you-spot-climate-science-denial-blog-check-polar-bears
https://www.desmog.ca/2017/11/30/polar-bears-chosen-bizarre-symbol-deny-climate-change-scientists-say
http://www.newsweek.com/polar-bear-blogs-about-climate-change-are-being-used-spread-conspiracy-727083
http://climatechange.ucdavis.edu/news/polarized-debate/
http://www.oregonlive.com/environment/index.ssf/2017/12/polar_bear_scientists_go_on_th.html
https://www.advalvas.vu.nl/nieuws/hoogleraar-bedreigd-na-kritiek-op-klimaatontkenners
https://polarbearscience.files.wordpress.com/2017/12/harvey-interview-with-amsterdam-university-paper_14-dec-2017-translated-english-and-original.pdf
https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/kzgq3y/climate-denier-blogs-spread-online-polar-bears-science?platform=hootsuite
https://polarbearscience.com/2017/12/02/bioscience-article-is-academic-rape-an-assertion-of-power-and-intimidation/
https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/kzgq3y/climate-denier-blogs-spread-online-polar-bears-science
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“You don’t have to read far in her [Crockford's] material to see that it is full of 

unsubstantiated statements and personal attacks on scientists, using names like eco-

terrorists, fraudsters, green terrorists and scammers.” 

Except I have never used any of those terms to refer to anyone, let alone a fellow scientist, which 

a search of my blog will attest. After my complaints, the passage was changed to this: 

“You don’t have to read far in her material to see that it is full of unsubstantiated 

statements and personal attacks on scientists, using names like eco-terrorists, fraudsters, 

green terrorists and scammers,” Amstrup said. In a follow-up email on Friday, Amstrup 

clarified that these statements to Motherboard were meant to reflect the climate denier 

community as a whole, rather than Crockford in particular. In an email to Motherboard, 

Crockford denied using those terms on her blog." 

A few times I was contacted for comment for these sorts of stories but it hardly mattered what I 

said, the tone of these articles were as bad or worse than the paper itself. 

The Financial Post (Terry Corcoran, 7 December 2017: "Canadian finds polar bears are doing 

fine — and gets climate-mauled") carried a supportive essay that began with precisely the right 

tone: 

"We take you now deep out onto the frozen floes of Arctic science and polar bears, where 

the most dangerous threat known to man and bear alike is lurking among the icebergs: 

Junk science." 

Corcoran concludes: "If this is science, we are all doomed." 

Concluding remarks 

If the Harvey et al. BioScience paper was really meant to be about the phenomenon of internet 

blogs and their disparate views on climate change, as several Harvey co-authors insist, they did a 

spectacularly bad job of it. 

The unprofessional attack on me and my work distracts from that objective, and the continual use 

of the pejorative "denier/denial" label is combative and unnecessary. The data used was sloppily 

collected and the analysis poorly executed. There were several blatant spelling errors. Any 

competent reviewer should have picked up on most of these issues and a competent editor would 

have rejected the paper out of hand on the basis of the inflammatory language alone. 

The only conclusion to arrive at, regardless of which side of the polar bear/global warming issue 

a reader may fall, is that the paper is a hastily thrown-together attack meant to destroy my 

professional reputation and make internet bloggers and the media leery of quoting me. 

A lone female scientist without the strong backing of a university must have looked like easy 

prey to 14 climate-action lions. However, this made the authors so over-confident they got bitten 

http://business.financialpost.com/opinion/terence-corcoran-canadian-finds-polar-bears-are-doing-fine-and-gets-climate-mauled
http://planetjh.com/2018/01/10/polarizing-polar-bears-unmasking-a-proxy-war-strategy-by-online-climate-change-denialists/
http://planetjh.com/2018/01/10/polarizing-polar-bears-unmasking-a-proxy-war-strategy-by-online-climate-change-denialists/
https://ourchangingclimate.wordpress.com/2017/12/22/how-blogs-convey-and-distort-scientific-information-about-polar-bears-and-arctic-sea-ice/#comment-39964
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in the ass by their own hubris and they now have no one to blame but themselves. It will come to 

haunt them, this paper of which they are now so proud. 

 

Some pertinent comments from the blogosphere 

[A selection of blog posts, some with hundreds of additional comments, are listed below this 

section] 

29 November 2017. Larry Kummer: “…her [Crockford's] PhD in zoology and peer-reviewed 

publications in zoology are material information. Omitting them misleads readers. it [sic] is a 

serious error, warranting publishing an erratum…” 

December 3, 2017 Steven Mosher: "...look. if she published about bears and not polar bears, 

someone would make a case about the difference. 

if she had published one about polar bears someone would make her short list an issue. 

they can make the number of papers the issue. 

the journal can be the issue. 

and you can dog whistle about her gender or age. everything is fair game. 

in the end you can probably take her to court for whatever and some wont [sic] object." 

November 29, 2017. Kurt: "This is the most telling quote in the piece: 

“Scientists need to more effectively use Internet-based social media to their full advantage in 

order to turn the tide in the battle for public opinion.” 

Scientists shouldn’t be at all concerned about public opinion. I don’t see theoretical physicists 

wringing their hands over public acceptance of quantum theory, or astrophysicists trying to 

“turn the tide of public opinion” on whether information can escape a black hole. That these 

guys are admitting to a PR agenda belies any pretense of objectivity in their research...” 

November 30, 2017. John Ridgway: "My favourite quote from the piece is: 

“Rhetorical devices to evoke fear and other emotions, such as implying that the public is 

under threat from deceitful scientists, are common tactics employed by science-denier 

groups.” 

So, presumably, “science-denier groups” doesn’t count as a rhetorical device? 

Do these people even bother to read back what they have just written?" 

https://ourchangingclimate.wordpress.com/2017/11/29/there-once-was-a-polar-bear-science-vs-the-blogosphere/#comment-38878
https://andthentheresphysics.wordpress.com/2017/12/03/polar-bears-and-arctic-sea-ice/#comment-107314
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2017/11/29/more-slime-from-the-lewandowsky-mann-machine-calling-for-trench-warfare/#comment-2680441
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2017/11/29/more-slime-from-the-lewandowsky-mann-machine-calling-for-trench-warfare/#comment-2681023
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29 November 2017. Blair: “…let’s pick up on Barry’s idea: how many articles were looked at 

on the York blog (a blog for a local newspaper). [considered a "science-based blog" by Harvey 

et al.] 

Since it is the blog for a community newspaper I wonder how they found a definitive case on that 

site. I ask seriously because the York Blog happen to have a number of stories about the “York 

Polar Bears” who are, not a genera of Ursus but rather are a hockey team in the York region for 

special needs kids. (http://www.yorkpolarbears.org/). Any search of the York Blog will get lots of 

hits for “ice” (from ice hockey) and polar bears (from the team name) but few if any for Dr. 

Crockford (who does not write research papers on special needs hockey teams).” 

December 29, 2017 Thomas W. Fuller: “Funnily enough, Bjorn Lomborg’s site as cited by 

Harvey et al 2017 does not have a search function, which is frustrating. I don’t know what 

articles or publications were used by Harvey et al, but I wasn’t able to locate any with polar 

bears in the title or first block of text in the first 20 pages of article listings. None of the 

publications refer to polar bears. 

However, Lomborg famously used polar bears in Chapter 1 of his book ‘Cool It,’ titling in 

‘Polar Bears: Canaries in the cage?’ One wonders why he didn’t use the more common 

phrasing, canaries in the coal mine… well, one doesn’t wonder much. 

The 5-page chapterette has 38 footnotes. Among those footnoted are Armstrup, Stirling, the 

IUCN, Monnett, Berner, the IPCC (repeatedly), Karl and Trenberth and other such luminaries. 

Crockford was not referenced at all. 

Until we have access to the specific articles by Lomborg at http://www.lomborg.com on polar 

bears that were the subject of scrutiny by Harvey et al, I am unable to attempt a validation 

exercise.” 

December 28, 2017. Thomas W. Fuller: “Well, here’s how I spent a day with the flu: 

Watts Up With That (WUWT) is one of the blogs cited as a ‘denier’ blog by Harvey et al. 

It bills itself as the most widely seen climate weblog and with roughly 338 million page views to 

date, I doubt if their claim can be disputed. 

Up to September 15 2017 (the search date of Harvey et al), there were 85 posts with polar bear 

in the title. Examination shows that 83 of them were actually relevant to the search. 

Of those 83 blog posts, 19 were either guest posts by or interviews of Dr. Susan Crockford, the 

target of Harvey et al 2017. 

A gross count of citations of Crockford was not attempted–she self-cited repeatedly during her 

guest posts, much in the way Joe Romm does at Climate Progress, a typical citation being ‘for 

the rest of my article see here.’ 

However, on blog posts not authored by or featuring Dr. Crockford, a wide variety of sources 

were cited. I will paste them into my next comment. 

https://ourchangingclimate.wordpress.com/2017/11/29/there-once-was-a-polar-bear-science-vs-the-blogosphere/#comment-38981
https://ourchangingclimate.wordpress.com/2017/12/22/how-blogs-convey-and-distort-scientific-information-about-polar-bears-and-arctic-sea-ice/#comment-39824
https://ourchangingclimate.wordpress.com/2017/12/22/how-blogs-convey-and-distort-scientific-information-about-polar-bears-and-arctic-sea-ice/#comment-39813
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Included in those sources are repeated links to scientific papers by co-authors of Harvey et al: 

Armstrup papers were cited 6 times, for example, while Stirling papers were cited three times. 

In total, I found 93 external citations to non-Crockford sources on WUWT for qualifying blog 

posts, from journals ranging from Science and Nature to peerJ.com. 

The most frequent non-journal source cited was the International Union for the Conservation of 

Nature, which was linked to 7 times. The second most frequent were the NSIDC and the US Fish 

and Wildlife Service. 

It would have been possible to find many more external sources, but for two factors. 

The first is the large number of dead links, which I chose not to include in my list. The second 

was the number of posts by Jim Steele, a skeptical scientist. He placed non-linked references to 

many academic publications at the bottom of his posts, and I chose not to include them as they 

were not clickable. 

Bart [co-author of Harvey paper], I submit that if Watts Up With That is representative of the 

universe of skeptical blogs your study covered that the results you report seem skewed. 

As the next comment will show, a naive reader wishing to explore both sides of the controversy 

about polar bears could do a lot worse than following the links presented in WUWT. Can you 

say the same for the non-contrarian blogs you investigated?”  

December 18, 2017. Dr. Richard Tol: "We know that Jeff and Daphne collected the data, and 

that Peter did the PCA. 

We also know that no one was in charge of quality control on spelling, analysis, or data 

collection. 

I guess an honest declaration of author contribution would reveal that many of other 11 authors 

really were a rent-a-mob.” 

29 November 2017. Thomas W. Fuller “Bart [Verheggen, co-author of the paper], the term 

‘denier’ in a climate context is a dog whistle to label the target as akin to those who deny the 

Holocaust occurred. 

A lot of sanctimonious justification has occurred to allow creeps to continue to use it. But there 

is no doubt about the provenance of the corruption of the term and no excuse for it appearing in 

a scientific paper. 

James Hoggan of Deep Climate started pushing it in 2005 and it gained quick acceptance, 

starting with Ellen Goodman of the Boston Globe and spreading like the virus it is since then. 

A partial list of quotes with links can be found here.  

https://ourchangingclimate.wordpress.com/2017/11/29/there-once-was-a-polar-bear-science-vs-the-blogosphere/#comment-39407
https://ourchangingclimate.wordpress.com/2017/11/29/there-once-was-a-polar-bear-science-vs-the-blogosphere/#comment-39749
http://www.populartechnology.net/2014/02/skeptics-smeared-as-holocaust-deniers.html
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As if have frequently written on this weblog and elsewhere, it is hate speech hiding behind 

pseudo-scientific claptrap which amounts usually to the same sad justifications whites used to 

retain the right to use the n word, the k word, the s word, ad nauseum. 

Bart, it cheapens your paper to tabloid status regardless of whatever scientific worth it 

contains.” 

January 7, 2018 Thomas: "...If you want to show that Crockford or the bloggers are wrong, you 

have to offer actual evidence to counter each claim they make. This is how science is done and it 

is what the literature is supposed to report—actual evidence of actual findings or experimental 

results. 

H17 does not do that and it’s laced with blatant ad hominem. 

It does not matter whether Crockford is right or wrong. All that matters is that H17 viciously 

attacks her without producing any actual evidence that refutes her. She is deemed guilty solely 

by virtue of the fact that she offers arguments that are counter to the arguments of the authors. 

This is not science. Saying “she’s wrong because we’re right” is childish, intellectually vacuous, 

pablum." 

January 5, 2018. [Harvey et al. co-author] Bart Verheggen: “…Our paper is first and foremost 

a characterization of the blogosphere, and how it compares to the scientific literature...” 

January 5, 2018. Richard Tol: “Bart, The data file contains all data used in the principal 

component analysis. It does not contain all data, in contravention of your university’s data 

policy. 

The data file does not contain: 

– rater ID 

– individual ratings for the seven 0/1 statements 

– individual ratings for pro/contra 

– individual ratings for four-way classification 

Missing, too, are the exact addresses of the blog posts analysed; and the criteria by which the 

Web of Science query was reduced to 92 papers.” 

December 5, 2017.  Jeff Harvey [paper lead author] "...I have dedicated some of my career to 

fighting those who are intent on destroying nature for short term profit by countering distortions 

of blogs and people like Crockford. We are running out of time. Despite this I am depressed 

when people who should be on my side try and pick holes in papers like ours in Bioscience 

that are simply pointing out the obvious. One of the referees also said that our analyses only say 

what we already know. But we still needed to show it with data. If standing up to those denying 

that humans and nature are on a serious collision course means that people who should be 

supporting me and my co- authors are joining in to criticize us, then maybe it’s time to throw in 

the towel and say future be damned." [my bold] 

https://ourchangingclimate.wordpress.com/2017/12/22/how-blogs-convey-and-distort-scientific-information-about-polar-bears-and-arctic-sea-ice/#comment-40036
https://ourchangingclimate.wordpress.com/2017/12/22/how-blogs-convey-and-distort-scientific-information-about-polar-bears-and-arctic-sea-ice/#comment-39964
https://ourchangingclimate.wordpress.com/2017/12/22/how-blogs-convey-and-distort-scientific-information-about-polar-bears-and-arctic-sea-ice/#comment-39966
https://andthentheresphysics.wordpress.com/2017/12/03/polar-bears-and-arctic-sea-ice/#comment-107470
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December 5, 2017. Steven Mosher:   

“Despite this I am depressed when people who should be on my side try and pick holes in 

papers like ours in Bioscience that are simply pointing out the obvious.” [quote from 

comment above from lead author Harvey] 

"there are no sides in science son. You make a claim. we are duty bound to question it. You were 

duty bound to question it YOURSELF. That is what makes you a scientist. Not prior publications, 

but rather the practice of questioning and doubting your own conclusions and Showing US that 

you went through the rigorous process of methodological skepticism. When you dont publish 

your data we are left with this: you merely told a story about what you did. You havent shown us 

what you did or given us the tools to check your work. 

I dont doubt your conclusions, but you do have to show your work so that we can ensure that the 

data actually supports the conclusion. After all, we are trained not to simply trust our 

impressions. At least I was. 

Also, why pick a biology journal that has no experts who can assess your content analysis 

work?" 

December 6, 2017. cRR Kampen [Harvey et al. co-author]: "...Can’t see why Bioscience, with 

all the flak it is getting for this from all sides, didn’t add the [SI and data] material with the 

article."  [SJC note: the paper was published online 29 November without the Supplementary 

Information and data, which was eventually provided by co-author Bart Verheggen on 7 

December on his personal blog] 

 

Previous blog posts of mine on this issue: 

Polar bears refused to die as predicted and this is how the propheseers respond (29 November 

2017) 

Bioscience article is academic rape: an assertion of power and intimidation (2 December 2017) 

Retraction request to Bioscience_FOIA emails document another harsh criticism of Amstrups 

2007 polar bear model (5 December 2017) 

Bioscience paper and starving polar bear follow-up (11 December 2017) 

Bioscience editor tells journalist he won't retract Harvey paper (16 December 2017) 

Harvey et al. attack article mum on real selection process for polar bear papers used in their 

analysis (2 January 2018) 

https://andthentheresphysics.wordpress.com/2017/12/03/polar-bears-and-arctic-sea-ice/#comment-107490
https://andthentheresphysics.wordpress.com/2017/12/03/polar-bears-and-arctic-sea-ice/#comment-107546
https://polarbearscience.com/2017/11/29/polar-bears-refused-to-die-as-predicted-and-this-is-how-the-propheseers-respond/
https://polarbearscience.com/2017/12/02/bioscience-article-is-academic-rape-an-assertion-of-power-and-intimidation/
https://polarbearscience.com/2017/12/05/retraction-request-to-bioscience-foia-emails-document-another-harsh-criticism-of-amstrups-2007-polar-bear-model/
https://polarbearscience.com/2017/12/05/retraction-request-to-bioscience-foia-emails-document-another-harsh-criticism-of-amstrups-2007-polar-bear-model/
https://polarbearscience.com/2017/12/11/bioscience-paper-and-starving-polar-bear-follow-up/
http://polarbearscience.com/2017/12/16/bioscience-editor-tells-journalist-he-wont-retract-harvey-paper/
https://polarbearscience.com/2018/01/02/harvey-et-al-attack-article-mum-on-real-selection-process-for-polar-bear-papers-used-in-their-analysis/
https://polarbearscience.com/2018/01/02/harvey-et-al-attack-article-mum-on-real-selection-process-for-polar-bear-papers-used-in-their-analysis/
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Failed Amstrup polar bear predictions have climate change community in a panic (4 January 

2018) 

Did Harvey et al. authors aim to help Google censor polar bear information? (7 January 2018) 

Consensus polar bear experts dealt with criticism differently in 2007 (12 January 2018) 

Blog uses my polar bear info but no link to PBS means they are "science-based" (22 January 

2018) 

BioScience pushback update and plea for a virtual beer (4 February 2018) 

Amstrup & colleages can’t refute my critique of their 2007 polar bear survival model, Part 1 (11 

March 2018) 

Amstrup & colleages can’t refute my critique of their 2007 polar bear survival model, Part 2 (12 

March 2018) 

An embarrassment to science: BioScience editor formally rejects retraction request (26 March 

2018) 

Correction notice for Harvey et al. BioScience paper retracted due to error (3 April 2018) 

 

Blog posts by others on this issue: 

More slime from the Lewandowsky-Mann machine, calling for ‘trench warfare’ (29 November 

2017, by Anthony Watts, "Watts Up With That" aka WUWT) 

There once was a polar bear – science vs the blogosphere (29 November 2017 by co-author Bart 

Verheggen, with almost 300 comments when closed) 

A new paper shows why the climate policy debate is broken (30 November 2017, by Larry 

Kummer), reposted also at WUWT. 

Climate Scientists Harassing Women (asexually, of course)–Again–Matt Lauer, Meet Michael 

Mann (01 Dec 2017 by Thomas W Fuller) 

Polar bears and Arctic sea ice (December 3, 2017, by Ken Rice, over 700 comments) 

Susan Crockford on the decline of the polar bear icon (05 Dec 2017 by Paul Matthews) 

Lying about Susan Crockford and others (06 Dec 2017 by Paul Matthews) 

Who Wrote the World’s Worst Scientific Paper? (06 Dec 2017 by Geoff Chambers) 

https://polarbearscience.com/2018/01/04/failed-amstrup-polar-bear-predictions-have-climate-change-community-in-a-panic/
https://polarbearscience.com/2018/01/07/did-harvey-et-al-authors-aim-to-help-google-censor-polar-bear-information/
https://polarbearscience.com/2018/01/12/consensus-polar-bear-experts-dealt-with-criticism-differently-in-2007/
https://polarbearscience.com/2018/01/22/blog-uses-my-polar-bear-info-but-no-link-to-pbs-means-they-are-science-based/
https://polarbearscience.com/2018/02/04/bioscience-pushback-update-and-plea-for-a-virtual-beer/
http://polarbearscience.com/2018/03/11/amstrup-colleages-cant-refute-my-critique-of-their-2007-polar-bear-survival-model-part-1/
http://polarbearscience.com/2018/03/12/amstrup-colleages-cant-refute-my-critique-of-their-2007-polar-bear-survival-model-part-2/
https://polarbearscience.com/2018/03/26/an-embarrassment-to-science-bioscience-editor-formally-rejects-retraction-request/
http://polarbearscience.com/2018/04/03/correction-notice-for-harvey-et-al-bioscience-paper-retracted-due-to-error/
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2017/11/29/more-slime-from-the-lewandowsky-mann-machine-calling-for-trench-warfare/
https://ourchangingclimate.wordpress.com/2017/11/29/there-once-was-a-polar-bear-science-vs-the-blogosphere/
https://fabiusmaximus.com/2017/11/30/new-study-about-climate-science-debate/
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2017/11/30/a-new-paper-shows-why-the-climate-policy-debate-is-broken/
https://cliscep.com/2017/12/01/climate-scientists-harassing-women-asexually-of-course-again-matt-lauer-meet-michael-mann/
https://cliscep.com/2017/12/01/climate-scientists-harassing-women-asexually-of-course-again-matt-lauer-meet-michael-mann/
https://andthentheresphysics.wordpress.com/2017/12/03/polar-bears-and-arctic-sea-ice
https://cliscep.com/2017/12/05/susan-crockford-on-the-decline-of-the-polar-bear-icon/
https://cliscep.com/2017/12/06/lying-about-susan-crockford-and-others/
https://cliscep.com/2017/12/06/who-wrote-the-worlds-worst-scientific-paper/
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Polar-Bear-Gate (06 Dec 2017 by Paul Mathews) 

Susan Crockford on the decline of the polar bear icon (05 December 2017 by Paul Matthews) 

An interview with Dr. Susan Crockford on the Harvey et al. attack paper over polar bear research 

(December 7, 2017, Anthony Watts, WUWT) 

Polar Bears, Inadequate data and Statistical Lipstick (18 December 2018, by Roman Mureika, 

guest blog post at Steve McIntyre's Climate Audit. 

Polar bear attack paper invalidated by non-independent analysis. (14 December 2017 by 

"Scepticus") Cross-posted from Shub Niggurath 

How blogs convey and distort scientific information about polar bears and Arctic sea ice (22 

December 2017 by co-author Bart Verheggen, with over 600 comments when closed) 

Okay, just one more post on polar-bear-gate...I promise... (28 December 2017 by Thomas W 

Fuller) 

The Value of Dr. Crockford and Polar Bear Science (02 January 2018 by Thomas W Fuller) 

 

Footnotes: 

1. Compare these examples to Harvey and Pimm's 2001 derogatory book review of The Skeptical 

Environmentalist in the journal NATURE, an attack on Bjorn Lomborg for daring to question 

Harvey's view that the world is going to hell in a handbasket (which he apparently still believes 

despite the lack of catastrophic change since then). 
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The <a href="https://academic.oup.com/bioscience/advance-

article/doi/10.1093/biosci/bix133/4644513" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><em><span 

style="color: #3366ff;">BioScience</span></em></a> paper "<em>Internet blogs, polar bears, 

and climate-change denial by proxy</em>" (Harvey et al. 2018) is a smack-talk response to my 

pointing out that polar bear numbers did not plummet as predicted when mid-century-like sea ice 

conditions arrived unexpectedly in 2007 (Crockford 2017). Here is why this shoddy piece of 

work will go down in history as a self-inflicted wound for the polar bear community (and 

biologist co-authors Ian Stirling and Steven Amstrup) and an own-goal for their wanna-be 

climate-hero friends, Stephan Lewandowsky, Jeff Harvey, and Michael Mann. 

 

<img class="alignnone size-full wp-image-114325" 

src="https://polarbearscience.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/idea-1-final.jpg" alt="idea 1 final" 

width="800" height="794" />“<em>…absolutely the stupidest paper I have ever seen 

http://antiquity/ac.uk/projgall/rolland/
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published</em>” tweeted <a href="https://ocean.gatech.edu/people/dr-judith-curry" 

target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">climate scientist</span></a> 

Judith Curry, <a href="https://judithcurry.com/2017/01/03/jc-in-transition/" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">Emeritus Professor</span></a> of Earth and 

Atmospheric Sciences at Georgia Institute of Technology ("Georgia Tech"). 

 

Dr. Curry is a <a href="https://www.nationalreview.com/2017/03/michael-mann-house-

testimony-climate-change-embarrassing-rude/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span 

style="color: #3366ff;">favourite target</span> </a>of colleague Michael Mann's penchant for 

derogatory name-calling. Ironically, Mann often promotes something he calls the "Serengeti 

Strategy," which he described to US Congress in 2017 in presenting himself as a victim of 

abused by others [my bold]: 

<blockquote> 

<p style="padding-left: 30px;"><em>"I coined the term “Serengeti Strategy” back in 2012 in 

“The Hockey Stick and the Climate Wars” to describe how industry special interests who feel 

threatened by scientific findings—be it tobacco and lung cancer, or fossil fuel burning and 

climate change—single out individual scientists to attack in much the same way lions of the 

Serengeti single out an individual zebra from the herd. <strong>In numbers there is strength, but 

individuals are far more vulnerable.</strong> Science critics will therefore often <strong>select 

a single scientist to ridicule, hector, and intimidate.</strong> The presumed purpose is to 

<strong>set an example for other scientists who might consider sticking their neck out</strong> 

by participating in the public discourse over certain matters of policy-relevant science.</em>" 

Michael Mann, <a href="https://judithcurry.com/2017/03/31/deniers-lies-and-politics/" 

target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">2017 Congressional 

testimony</span></a><span style="color: #3366ff;">.</span></p> 

</blockquote> 

Mann thinks others are using this strategy against him but if he had half an ounce of self-

awareness he'd see it's exactly what he and his long list of colleagues are doing with the Harvey 

et al. <em>BioScience</em> attack on me. Intimidation by numbers is the only rational 

explanation for a roster of 14 when two incompetent researchers could have produced a similar 

result. 

 

Polar bear specialists Ian Stirling and Steven Amstrup knew they didn't have a valid argument to 

refute <a href="https://peerj.com/preprints/2737/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span 

style="color: #3366ff;">my paper</span></a> (Crockford 2017; Crockford and Geist 2018) on 

their failed polar bear survival model (Amstrup et al. 2007), which their responses to my 

<em>International Polar Bear Day</em> (27 February 2018) <a 

href="http://business.financialpost.com/opinion/polar-bears-keep-thriving-even-as-global-
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warming-alarmists-keep-pretending-theyre-dying" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><em><span 

style="color: #3366ff;">Financial Post</span></em> </a>op-ed revealed to the world (see <a 

href="http://polarbearscience.com/2018/03/11/amstrup-colleages-cant-refute-my-critique-of-

their-2007-polar-bear-survival-model-part-1/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span 

style="color: #3366ff;">here</span></a> and <a 

href="http://polarbearscience.com/2018/03/12/amstrup-colleages-cant-refute-my-critique-of-

their-2007-polar-bear-survival-model-part-2/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span 

style="color: #3366ff;">here</span></a> with references). 

 

So when ignoring me didn't work – or, more accurately, when the world started paying too much 

attention to me, by their own admission (Harvey et al. 2018:3) – they teamed up with <a 

href="https://judithcurry.com/2017/03/31/deniers-lies-and-politics/" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">Michael Mann</span></a>, <a 

href="https://www.nature.com/articles/415364a" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span 

style="color: #3366ff;">Jeff Harvey,</span></a> and <span style="color: #3366ff;"><a 

href="https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2014.00293/full" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">Stephan Lewandowsky</span></a></span> (all 

with<span style="color: #3366ff;"> <a href="https://wattsupwiththat.com/2014/04/15/quote-of-

the-week-beyond-noble-cause-corruption/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">previous form</span></a> </span>attacking colleagues who don't share their views) 

to publish an academic paper <span style="color: #3366ff;"><a 

href="https://twitter.com/wattsupwiththat/status/936304394181554177" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">attacking</span></a> </span>my scientific 

integrity. In the words of Terence Corcoran, I was "<a 

href="http://business.financialpost.com/opinion/terence-corcoran-canadian-finds-polar-bears-

are-doing-fine-and-gets-climate-mauled" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">climate mauled</span></a>." 

 

<a href="https://www.steynonline.com/7661/the-craziness-of-the-climate-science-echo-

chamber" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">Judith 

Curry</span></a> stated recently (<a href="https://judithcurry.com/2018/02/14/update-libel-

cases-and-the-climate-

wars/?utm_content=buffer2eef2&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_campaig

n=buffer" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">14 February 

2018</span></a>), regarding the Mann lawsuit against Rand Simberg, <a 

href="https://www.steynonline.com/7734/the-vertigo-at-the-top-of-the-stick" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">Mark Steyn</span></a> and the National 

Review vs. the attacks on her integrity: 

<blockquote> 
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<p style="padding-left: 30px;"><em>"Mann’s libelous statements about me (because he is a 

scientist with many awards) are far more serious than say Rand Simberg’s statements about 

Mann."</em></p> 

</blockquote> 

In other words, like the attack on me in the Harvey paper (used to libel other internet bloggers by 

association), when senior scientists like Mann, Stirling, and Amstrup use derogatory and 

defamatory language against a colleague it's a serious breach of professional ethics that impacts 

careers. Harvey et al.'s attack against me may be worse than those against Curry at a 

Congressional Hearing because it has been entered into the scientific literature in my own 

field.<sup>1</sup> 

 

However, I expect <span style="color: #3366ff;"><a href="https://www.aibs.org/publications/" 

target="_blank" rel="noopener"><em><span style="color: #3366ff;">BioScience</span></em> 

</a>(</span>read mostly by teachers, students, and the general public, and therefore widely 

subscribed to by public libraries) was the only outlet willing to publish such unprofessional tripe. 

The editor's refusal to retract the paper after numerous complaints about the language and the 

quality of the scientific content, tells you all you need to know about the journal's <a 

href="https://blogs.spectator.co.uk/2018/04/the-guardian-letter-defending-jeremy-corbyn-is-a-

sham/" target="_blank" rel="noopener">"<span style="color: #3366ff;"><span class="s1">low, 

sectarian standards</span>"</span></a>. For example, the notice showing the <a 

href="https://polarbearscience.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/harvey-et-al-2018-corrigendum_in-

print-april-issue.pdf" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">two 

corrections</span></a> they were willing to make at the end of March 2018 had to be pulled 

because such an <a href="http://polarbearscience.com/2018/04/03/correction-notice-for-harvey-

et-al-bioscience-paper-retracted-due-to-error/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span 

style="color: #3366ff;">egregious error</span></a> occurred (it was posted to the wrong 

journal) it got the attention of online watchdog <a 

href="https://retractionwatch.com/2018/04/02/caught-our-notice-climate-change-leads-to-more-

neurosurgery-for-polar-bears/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><em><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">Retraction Watch</span></em></a>! [Still not fixed as of <a 

href="https://academic.oup.com/bioscience/advance-article/doi/10.1093/biosci/bix133/4644513" 

target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">8 April</span></a>] 

 

<img class="aligncenter size-full wp-image-114318" 

src="https://polarbearscience.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/polar-bear-paper-correction-

retraction_5-april-2018.jpg" alt="Polar bear paper correction retraction_5 April 2018" 

width="650" height="819" /> 
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It also tells us quite a lot about the bias of its publishers, the <em>American Institute of 

Biological Sciences</em>. 

 

Did you know, for example, that this organization has an "<a 

href="http://www.actionbioscience.org/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">actionbioscience</span></a>" program that provides free <a 

href="http://www.actionbioscience.org/environment/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span 

style="color: #3366ff;">idealogically biased content</span> </a>aimed at kids and teachers 

that's not particularly different from the <a href="https://polarbearsinternational.org/climate-

change" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">biased content 

</span></a>produced (without references) for kids and teachers by activist conservation outfit 

<em><a href="https://polarbearsinternational.org/polar-bears" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">Polar Bears International</span></a> 

</em>(employer of Harvey et al. co-author Steve Amstrup)? The AIBS 

<em>actionbioscience</em> program currently includes an out-of date, alarmist essay by 

litigious <em>Center for Biological Diversity</em> employee <a 

href="http://www.actionbioscience.org/biodiversity/wolf.html" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">Shaye Wolf</span> </a>on the plight of 

penguins (from 2009) as well as one by pessimistic polar bear specialist <a 

href="http://www.actionbioscience.org/environment/derocher.html" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">Andrew Derocher</span></a> (from 2008) . 

<p style="padding-left: 60px;"><span style="color: #800000;">If you are able, please support 

the work I do here at <em>PolarBearScience</em>, some of which will go to <a 

href="http://www.cartoonsbyjosh.com" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">Josh</span> </a>for these fabulous cartoons:</span></p> 

<p style="padding-left: 60px;"><a href="https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-

xclick&hosted_button_id=ADEM4SW6W5PW4" target="_blank" rel="nofollow 

noopener"><img class=" aligncenter" 

src="https://www.paypal.com/en_US/i/btn/btn_donateCC_LG.gif" alt="" /></a></p> 

<strong>Here is a list of issues regarding the Harvey et al. paper as well as responses to it: some 

of these you won't have heard before. </strong>Because this is a long summary post, for 

convenience I offer it here also in pdf form: <a 

href="https://polarbearscience.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/climate-mauling-polar-bears-and-

the-self-inflicted-wounds-of-the-self-righteous_crockford-9-april-2018.pdf" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">"Climate mauling, polar bears, and self-inflicted 

wounds of the self-righteous."</span> </a><strong> 

</strong> 
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<!--moreContinue reading--> 

<h3>Financial conflicts of interest</h3> 

There are <span style="color: #3366ff;"><a 

href="https://polarbearscience.com/2018/01/04/failed-amstrup-polar-bear-predictions-have-

climate-change-community-in-a-panic/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">financial conflicts</span></a></span> of interest in this Harvey 

<em>BioScience</em> incident as well a ethical ones: people may not realize it but Mann’s new 

<span style="color: #3366ff;"><a 

href="http://news.psu.edu/story/498171/2017/12/13/research/picture-book-empowers-children-

families-tackle-climate-change" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">children’s book</span></a></span> and Amstrup’s employer <a 

href="https://salsa4.salsalabs.com/o/51114/p/salsa/donation/common/public/?donate_page_KEY

=11149" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><em><span style="color: #3366ff;">Polar Bears 

International</span></em></a> depend absolutely upon the iconic polar-bear-in-peril image to 

sell their messages of an imminent climate change apocalypse. 

 

In addition, Mann’s book also competes for sales with my popular polar bear book for kids, <a 

href="https://www.amazon.com/dp/1541123336/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><em><span 

style="color: #3366ff;">Polar Bear Facts & Myths</span></em></a> (available in English, 

French and German), which doesn’t sell fear along with the science. What better book marketing 

strategy for Mann than to smear the scientific integrity of the competition just before his book is 

released? 

 

I suspect this has had some impact on sales of my book because of the negative reviews posted 

on Amazon just after the Harvey paper was released, with language similar to that used in the 

paper (see <a href="https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-

reviews/RPCXGJEVAWXS0/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=1541123336" 

target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">here</span></a>; also <span 

style="color: #3366ff;"><a href="https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-

reviews/R2O0CPXQYYX9S0/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=1541281829" 

target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">here</span></a></span> for a 

nasty review of my book for preschoolers (<a 

href="https://www.amazon.com/dp/1541281829/ref=sr_1_4?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=14834996

85&sr=1-4" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><em><span style="color: #3366ff;">Polar Bears 

Have Big Feet</span></em></a>), which has no controversial content whatsoever, by someone 

who hasn't read it). 

<h3>Stirling warned off my Range co-author in an ugly display of unscientific petulance</h3> 
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Consensus polar bear expert <a href="http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/ian-

stirling-polar-bear-weston-foundation-1.3357587" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span 

style="color: #3366ff;">Ian Stirling</span></a> is incensed that I have criticized certain aspects 

of his recent work on this blog and in my various essays and papers (e.g. Crockford 2017), which 

his co-authorship of the Harvey et al. paper demonstrates. 

 

<img class=" size-full wp-image-113945 aligncenter" 

src="https://polarbearscience.files.wordpress.com/2018/01/stirling-large-order-of-canada-2013-

photo.jpg" alt="Stirling-large Order of Canada 2013 photo" width="472" height="372" /> 

 

But Stirling recently stooped to a disturbing move for an <a 

href="http://graduation.ubc.ca/event/honorary-degrees/2013-honorary-degree-recipients/dr-ian-

stirling/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">Order of Canada 

</span></a>recipient. Around New Years this year (only four weeks or so after the Harvey et al. 

paper was published), Stirling phoned my colleague Val Geist at home, chastised him for having 

co-authored the Winter 2017/2018 RANGE Magazine article with me (Crockford and Geist 

2018), told him what an awful person I was, and warned him against any further co-authorship 

with me, lest the association destroy his [Geist's] professional reputation. 

 

Dr. Geist called me a few days afterward to tell me about the incident, which clearly left him 

astonished and somewhat amused, mostly at the level of desperation it must have taken for 

Stirling to to pull such an unscientific and unprofessional stunt. These men are peers in the true 

sense of the word: in 1999, Stirling won the <span style="color: #3366ff;"><a 

href="https://www.actws.ca/awards/previous-award-winners/" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">William Rowan Distinguished Service 

Award</span></a></span> bestowed by Alberta Chapter of the Wildlife Society, and the next 

year (2000), the same award was won by Geist. 

 

<strong>Stirling later emailed Geist a copy of the Bioscience Harvey et al. article to bolster the 

points he'd made on the phone. Under slightly different circumstances, this would be called <a 

href="http://www.mondaq.com/canada/x/290440/Class+Actions/Intentional+Interference+With+

Economic+Relations+Now+Called+Unlawful+Means+Tort+Supreme+Court+Of+Canada+Clarif

ies+Test+For+Tort" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">tortious 

interference</span></a>. 

</strong> 
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And people <a href="https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2017/11/30/1719809/-Explaining-

Reality-and-Denial-s-Polar-Opposite-View-on-Polar-Bears" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">wonder why</span></a> I don't have papers 

about polar bears and sea ice published in the peer-reviewed literature! If this is what the most 

respected senior consensus polar bear scientist in the world will do to protect an idea he has 

allowed to define his life's work, imagine what an anonymous reviewer from Stirling's loyal 

group of less senior reseachers would do to keep any polar bear paper of mine out of the 

scientific literature? 

 

I admire Stirling immensely for his field research and reports from the early decades of his career 

and have nothing against him personally. But warning off a colleague from professional 

interactions with me was an underhanded abuse of power. <span style="color: #3366ff;"><a 

href="https://polarbearscience.com/2017/12/02/bioscience-article-is-academic-rape-an-assertion-

of-power-and-intimidation/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">It 

may also be sexist</span></a>:</span> don't forget that until relatively recently, polar bear 

research was very much a <span style="color: #3366ff;"><a 

href="https://polarbearscience.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/pbsg-meeting-participants-

overview-pbsg_npolar_no_en_meetings_jan-9-2013-marked.pdf" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">male-dominated field</span></a></span> and 

Stirling has been the alpha-male of the field since the 1980s. He may well be happy to work with 

women but not to be criticized by them. 

 

Stirling, Amstrup, and I have a dispute about interpretation of a few pertinent facts: it happens all 

the time in science. But what Stirling has done is not how such issues are resolved. It's simply 

not how science is done. 

 

[caption id="attachment_113917" align="alignnone" width="943"]<img class="alignnone size-

full wp-image-113917" src="https://polarbearscience.files.wordpress.com/2018/01/crockford-

2017_slide-12-screencap.jpg" alt="Crockford 2017_Slide 12 screencap" width="943" 

height="527" /> The essence of Crockford (2017): Amstrup et al.'s (2007) failed prophesy of 

catastrophe[/caption] 

<h3>"Blogs" that aren't</h3> 

Harvey et al.'s list of "science-based" blogs listed in the<span style="color: #3366ff;"> <a 

href="https://polarbearscience.files.wordpress.com/2018/03/harvey-et-al-2018-

supplement_downloaded-26-march-2018.doc" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span 

style="color: #3366ff;">"Supplementary Data"</span></a></span> included non-profit 

conservation organization <em><a href="https://polarbearsinternational.org/" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">Polar Bears International</span></a></em>, a 
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non-profit conservation organization. However, PBI launched a new format for their website on 

16 Jan 2017 that no longer included a separate 'blog' category.  Now there are only "news" posts 

and co-author Amstrup surely knew about this change: he is employed as their 'senior scientist.' 

 

This means if you are looking for an older blog entry, you won't find it unless you have the exact 

URL. And if you went looking for a blog post on 29 November 2017, when the Harvey et al. 

paper was published, you would find only co-called ‘news’ items. <span style="color: 

#3366ff;"><a href="https://polarbearsinternational.org/news/article-polar-bears/arctic-national-

wildlife-refuge/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">This 

'news'</span></a> </span>item by co-author Steven Amstrup, has no references cited 

whatsoever (I guess if you’re on the right side of the consensus, references aren’t necessary,  

which would explain why PBI information and educational pages (like this one on “<a 

href="https://polarbearsinternational.org/polar-bears/habitat#seaiceregions" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">Four Sea Ice Regions”</span></a>) also 

contains no references). 

 

Add this to the other easily identified issues with the concept of comparing a roster of cherry-

picked blogs, which Harvey et al. define as “<em>a website that contains regularly updated 

online personal ideas, comments, and/or hyperlinks provided by the writer (Nisbet and Kotcher 

2013)</em>” including: 

 

1) <span style="color: #3366ff;"><em><a href="https://www.sciencedaily.com/" 

target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">ScienceDaily</span></a> 

</em></span>is a website for a scientific literature aggregator with content based on press 

releases, usually about papers just published: it's not even close to being a "science-based" blog; 

 

2) <em><a href="http://dailycaller.com/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">Daily Caller</span></a> i</em>s an online news provider with an "Opinion" section, 

like most mainstream newspapers; <a href="http://www.breitbart.com/" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><em><span style="color: #3366ff;">Breitbart</span></em></a> is also a news 

outlet that publishes columns by opinion writers. Neither are "blogs" of any kind; 

 

3) <a href="http://dailycaller.com/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><em><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">Daily Caller</span></em> </a>is listed twice in the list of "denier" blogs ("The Daily 

Caller" and "Daily Caller"). 
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4) <span style="color: #3366ff;"><a href="https://hro001.wordpress.com/" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><em><span style="color: #3366ff;">The View From 

Here</span></em></a></span> is a defunct blog: it has not been updated since 20 Dec 2015. 

Ditto the <a href="http://dotearth.blogs.nytimes.com/" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><em><span style="color: #3366ff;">Dot Earth</span></em></a> blog at the 

<em>New York Times</em> (last post 5 December 2016) and <a 

href="http://www.worldclimatereport.com/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><em><span 

style="color: #3366ff;">World Climate Report</span></em></a> (by an even greater margin: 

<strong>last entry 5 October 2012</strong>); the <a href="http://tomnelson.blogspot.ca/" 

target="_blank" rel="noopener"><em><span style="color: #3366ff;">Tom 

Nelso</span>n</em></a> blog is similarly defunct: there has been only two entries since 11 

April 2015, the latest September 2016, although there are links on his blog to his twitter feed, 

which is still active. 

 

5) <a href="https://polarbearscience.com/2018/01/22/blog-uses-my-polar-bear-info-but-no-link-

to-pbs-means-they-are-science-based/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">Evidence of plagiarism</span></a> of<em> PolarBearScience</em> content 

discovered on the so-called "science-based"<span style="color: #3366ff;"> <a 

href="http://churchillpolarbears.org/2017/08/churchills-polar-bears-of-august/" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><em><span style="color: #3366ff;">Churchill Polar 

Bears</span></em></a></span> blog – the author didn't cite my work, so didn't get scored as a 

"denier" site. 

 

<strong>Even <em>on</em>e of the above examples means that the entire premise of the 

analysis presented in the Harvey et al. paper ('denier vs. science-based blogs') is bogus:</strong> 

whatever results the authors found are based on utterly flawed data. Simply clicking on the links 

of the so-called blogs on their list would have revealed the errors above, but apparently no one 

took this verification step (e.g. see also the discussion of <a href="http://www.yorkblog.com/" 

target="_blank" rel="noopener">"<span style="color: #3366ff;">York" blog</span></a> below; 

the list of blogs used is <a href="https://polarbearscience.files.wordpress.com/2018/03/harvey-

et-al-2018-supplement_downloaded-26-march-2018.doc" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">here</span></a>). It <em>appears</em> the 

authors worked from a previously constructed list of blogs (such as the "blog roll" found <a 

href="https://wattsupwiththat.com/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">on WUWT</span>,</a> lower right sidebar), augmented by a Google search for 

blogs containing certain key words, but left out the step of confirming suitable content of each 

entry. <strong>Such a failure of the basic data would be grounds for retraction by any journal 

that takes science seriously, which obviously excludes <em>BioScience</em>.</strong> 

<h3>Technical critical comment</h3> 
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From Rajan and Tol (2018), "Lipstick on a bear: a comment on internet blogs, polar bears, and 

climate change denial by proxy" (submitted to BioScience but rejected): 

<blockquote> 

<p style="padding-left: 30px;"><em>"The write-up shows signs of haste – typographical errors 

(“principle component analysis”, “refereces cited”) and nonsensical statements (“95% normal 

probability”) escaped the attention of the 14 authors – but so does the analysis. The paper does 

three things: It creates a database, it classifies subjects, and it conducts a principal component 

analysis. No details have been shared on the database construction or the classification 

(Lewandowsky and Bishop 2016), so we focus on the principal component analysis and evaluate 

the data at face value.</em></p> 

<p style="padding-left: 30px;"><em>....</em></p> 

<p style="padding-left: 30px;"><em>Harvey et al. (2017) thus really show that there are people 

who worry about sea-ice and polar bears, and those who do not and cite Dr Crockford. That 

sceptics (labeled “denier”) disagree with the veracity of claims surrounding sea ice is 

tautological, because that is how they are identified as being sceptical. The principal component 

analysis merely illustrates this known and expected difference.</em></p> 

<p style="padding-left: 30px;"><em>But Harvey et al. (2017) do not just show that there are two 

camps. They take sides. Unfortunately, they count noses and argue from authority, rather than 

assess the strength of the evidence. It is well-known that like-minded blogs often copy or 

paraphrase material from one another. Academic papers similarly often repeat a salient 

conclusion from previous research.</em></p> 

<p style="padding-left: 30px;"><em>The argument from authority is further weakened by 

examining the 92 learned papers. Of the 86 “majority view” papers, 39 were authored by Steven 

Amstrup, Rascha Nuijten or Ian Stirling, who are among the alii in Harvey et al. (2017). Another 

13 were authored by Andrew Derocher, a frequent (n=10) co-author of Amstrup.</em></p> 

<p style="padding-left: 30px;"><em>The paper does not specify how these 92 papers were 

identified, beyond a “broad keyword search” on the “ISI Web of Science”. The Web of Science 

returns 179 articles for a query on “polar bear” and “sea ice”. No information is given how the 

larger sample of relevant papers was reduced to the smaller one used by Harvey et al. (2017). 

</em></p> 

<p style="padding-left: 30px;"><em>Comparing the relative contribution of the ten most prolific 

authors according to the Web of Science to their relative presence in Harvey’s sample reveals 

that the latter is not representative of the former ( 92=17.4, p=0.04). Research by co-authors 

Amstrup and Stirling is overrepresented in Harvey et al. (2017), and work by Jon Aars and 

Oystein Wiig underrepresented. The sample used by Harvey et al. (2017) appears to be a sample 

of convenience, and unrepresentative.</em></p> 
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<p style="padding-left: 30px;"><em>Amstrup, Stirling or Derocher are co-authors on nearly 

70% (60/86) of the “majority-view” papers. Similarly, papers are defined as “controversial” 

because Derocher and/or the authors themselves wrote disagreeing replies to them (4/6). The 

self-referential, non-independent (Vul et al. 2009) nature of the sample defeats its use in 

attacking critics for not representing a purported broader scientific consensus. The data 

underlying the paper therefore cannot assist authors’ quizzical stance that critics (labeled 

“deniers”) ought to echo the very finding they set out to critique. </em></p> 

<p style="padding-left: 30px;"><em>Even less is known about how blogs were selected and 

classified. In the absence of (any) selection criteria, and from the selected data, it is fair to 

presume that weblogs citing Susan Crockford were directly selected. This would worsen the 

problem of circular inference.</em></p> 

<p style="padding-left: 30px;"><em>In sum, Harvey et al. (2017) play a statistical game of 

smoke and mirrors. They validate their data, collected by an unclear process, by comparing it to 

data of unknown provenance. They artificially inflate the dimensionality of their data only to 

reduce that dimensionality using a principal component analysis. They pretend their results are 

two dimensional where there is only one dimension. They suggest that there are many nuanced 

positions where there are only a few stark ones – at least, in their data. </em></p> 

<p style="padding-left: 30px;"><em>On a topic as complex as this, there are of course many 

nuanced positions; the jitter applied conceals the poor quality of Harvey’s data and obscures the 

underlying perspectival homogeneity from self-selection. They show that there is disagreement 

on the vulnerability of polar bears to climate change, but offer no new evidence who is right or 

wrong – apart from a fallacious argument from authority, with a “majority view” taken from an 

unrepresentative sample. Once the substandard statistical application to poor data is removed, 

what remains is a thinly veiled attempt on a colleague’s reputation."</em></p> 

</blockquote> 

Read the entire paper <a href="http://richardtol.blogspot.ca/2017/12/lipstick-on-bear.html" 

target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">here</span></a>. 

<h3>Dogwhistling about original research and peer reviewed papers</h3> 

The mantra in the Harvey et al. paper, and repeated by supporters at every opportunity, is that I 

haven't done field work on polar bears or published peer-reviewed papers about them. The 

second fact had to be changed (see the corrigendum <span style="color: #3366ff;"><a 

href="https://polarbearscience.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/harvey-et-al-2018-corrigendum_in-

print-april-issue.pdf" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">here</span></a>)</span> to clarify that I hadn't published any peer-reviewed papers 

"<em>on the effects of sea ice on the population dynamics of polar bears."</em> This still 

allowed them to ignore the paper about polar bear population dynamics and sea ice published at 

<em>PeerJ Preprints</em> that <a href="https://peerj.com/preprints/2737/" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">awaits critical comment</span></a> from my 

peers (Crockford 2017) prior to publication. 
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[Of course, that paper is the one they don't want the public to see.  It points out the failure of 

Amstrup and colleagues 2007 prediction that polar bear numbers would plummet when summer 

sea ice levels declined to a particular point, not expected until 2050 or so but which actually 

happened unexpectedly in 2007. A summary, which came out just before the Harvey paper was 

released, was published in the Winter issue of <a 

href="http://rangemagazine.com/features/winter-18/range-wi18-contents.htm" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">RANGE Magazine</span></a> (Crockford and 

Geist 2018, open access)] 

 

The Harvey paper neglected to include the fact that I am a professional zoologist with four 

decades of pertinent experience. They left out the fact that I have a Ph.D. and many peer-

reviewed papers on a<span style="color: #3366ff;"> <a 

href="https://polarbearscience.com/2017/12/05/retraction-request-to-bioscience-foia-emails-

document-another-harsh-criticism-of-amstrups-2007-polar-bear-model/" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">variety of topic</span></a>s </span>including 

Arctic ecology and evolution of Arctic species (Rajan and Tol 2018). They refer to me as a 

"blogger" as if that were my only credential, when it is precisely because I am so well qualified 

to critique the work of polar bear scientists that they feel a need to trash my reputation. 

 

My educational background, publication record, and experience qualify me as an non-specialist 

reviewer of polar bear ecology papers. My intimate knowledge of the volumes of polar bear 

literature, which I've studied since the early 1990s, allows me to <a 

href="https://polarbearscience.com/2018/02/27/state-of-the-polar-bear-report-2017-shows-polar-

bears-are-thriving/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">synthesize</span></a> decades-old and recent reports while providing critical 

commentary regarding some of the inconsistencies and sources of bias presented in the material 

(e.g. Crockford 2014; 2018). I use an approach called <span style="color: #3366ff;">"<a 

href="http://quillette.com/2018/04/08/academias-consilience-crisis/" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">consilience</span></a>" </span>[a big-picture, 

<span style="color: #3366ff;"><a href="https://polarbearscience.com/2018/01/15/science-

optimism-and-the-resilience-of-polar-bears-in-an-ever-changing-arctic/" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">interdisciplinary</span></a></span> 

examination of a full range of topics related to an issue, including ecology, life history, genetics, 

geology, zoogeography, and archaeology] that is all-but foreign to the one-species, field-research 

dominated world-views of polar bear specialists. 

 

I understand that my criticisms make Stirling and Amstrup uncomfortable and even angry. But 

this is how science works: there should always be someone around to critique your work. The 
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fact that no one has effectively done this for Stirling and Amstrup before now is a real scientific 

travesty. 

<h3>Claims I don't reference the literature</h3> 

Harvey et al. state: "<em>Crockford vigorously criticizes, without supporting evidence, the 

findings of several leading researchers who have studied polar bears in the field for 

decades.</em>” 

 

This is the most blatant lie of all: anyone who reads my blog or has read my recent paper 

(Crockford 2017) knows this is the <a href="https://polarbearscience.com/2017/11/29/polar-

bears-refused-to-die-as-predicted-and-this-is-how-the-propheseers-respond/" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">opposite of what I do.</span></a><span 

style="color: #3366ff;"> </span> <strong>The fact that I criticize <span style="color: 

#3366ff;"><a href="http://polarbearscience.com/2018/03/12/amstrup-colleages-cant-refute-my-

critique-of-their-2007-polar-bear-survival-model-part-2/" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><em><span style="color: #3366ff;">with</span></em><span style="color: 

#3366ff;"> supporting evidence </span></a></span>is precisely why these "leading researchers" 

feel so threatened and why the paper had to be written. 

</strong> 

 

For example, as I explained in my <a href="https://polarbearscience.com/2017/12/05/retraction-

request-to-bioscience-foia-emails-document-another-harsh-criticism-of-amstrups-2007-polar-

bear-model/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">retraction 

request</span></a>, I spent considerable time and effort in 2014 going through the scientific 

literature on the topic of sea ice cover and walrus haulout behaviour. I wrote a series of blog 

posts which included quotes from those papers and, where possible, copies of the papers 

themselves. 

 

In the end, there were four detailed blog posts on the topic (all are listed <a 

href="http://polarbearscience.com/2014/10/01/mass-haulouts-of-pacific-walrus-and-stampede-

deaths-are-not-new-not-due-to-low-ice-cover/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span 

style="color: #3366ff;">here</span></a>). At this point the Global Warming Policy Foundation 

asked me to compile those into one fully referenced document, for which I was paid – as are all 

scientists and science writers who produce articles for science magazine features (Crockford 

2014, pdf <a href="https://polarbearscience.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/walrus_on-the-

beach_crockford-2014.pdf"><span style="color: #3366ff;">here</span></a>). Note my 

conclusion that Pacific walrus show no particular increased risk to survival from recent sea ice 

declines has been vindicated: the US Fish and Wildlife Service <span style="color: #3366ff;"> 
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<a href="https://polarbearscience.com/2017/10/04/breaking-pacific-walrus-is-not-threatened-

with-extinction-says-us-fish-wildlife/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">recently declared</span></a> </span> that walrus are not in need of ESA protection 

as they have shown an ability to adapt to sea ice loss that was “not foreseen.” 

<h3>Media coverage</h3> 

Media coverage of this paper was enormous and quite out of proportion to its significance. That's 

because three – yes three – press releases were issued by the various institutions at which co-

authors are employed.  Read releases <a href="https://nioo.knaw.nl/en/press/debat-tussen-

tegenpolen-ijsberenblogs-bewijzen-gapend-gat-tussen-feiten-en-meningen" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">here</span></a>, <a 

href="https://polarbearsinternational.org/news/article-polar-bears/news-release-polar-bears-and-

the-climate-change-denial-machine/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">here</span></a>, (<a 

href="https://polarbearscience.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/pbi-news-release_-polar-bears-and-

the-climate-change-denial-machine_29-nov-2017.pdf" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span 

style="color: #3366ff;">as pdf</span></a>) and <a href="https://nioo.knaw.nl/en/press/debat-

tussen-tegenpolen-ijsberenblogs-bewijzen-gapend-gat-tussen-feiten-en-meningen" 

target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">here</span></a>. 

 

Only one journalist contacted me prior to the embargo being lifted on the paper, which was the 

only reason I knew about it <a href="https://polarbearscience.com/2017/11/29/polar-bears-

refused-to-die-as-predicted-and-this-is-how-the-propheseers-respond/" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">a few hours prior</span></a> to publication. 

 

Innumerable opportunities for co-authors to vent their rage against me via media interviews were 

thus created (e.g. <span style="color: #3366ff;"><a 

href="https://www.desmog.uk/2017/12/01/how-do-you-spot-climate-science-denial-blog-check-

polar-bears" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">here</span></a></span>, <a href="https://www.desmog.ca/2017/11/30/polar-bears-

chosen-bizarre-symbol-deny-climate-change-scientists-say" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">here</span></a>, <a 

href="http://www.newsweek.com/polar-bear-blogs-about-climate-change-are-being-used-spread-

conspiracy-727083" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">here</span></a>, <a href="http://climatechange.ucdavis.edu/news/polarized-debate/" 

target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">here</span></a><span 

style="color: #3366ff;">,</span> <a 

href="http://www.oregonlive.com/environment/index.ssf/2017/12/polar_bear_scientists_go_on_t

h.html" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">here</span></a>, <a 

href="https://www.advalvas.vu.nl/nieuws/hoogleraar-bedreigd-na-kritiek-op-klimaatontkenners" 

target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">here</span></a> [<span 
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style="color: #3366ff;"><a href="https://polarbearscience.files.wordpress.com/2017/12/harvey-

interview-with-amsterdam-university-paper_14-dec-2017-translated-english-and-original.pdf" 

target="_blank" rel="noopener">pdf</a></span>] and <a 

href="https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/kzgq3y/climate-denier-blogs-spread-online-

polar-bears-science?platform=hootsuite" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">here</span></a>). 

 

Some examples: 

<blockquote><em>"Real polar bear researcher [Ian] Stirling, who spent more than four decades 

studying polar bears and publishing over 150 papers and five books on the topic, says Crockford 

has “zero” authority on the subject."</em> [Desmogblog Canada, 30 December 

2017]</blockquote> 

As I noted <span style="color: #3366ff;"><a 

href="https://polarbearscience.com/2017/12/02/bioscience-article-is-academic-rape-an-assertion-

of-power-and-intimidation/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">at 

the time</span></a></span>, Steve Amstrup was quoted as saying [Motherboard, <a 

href="https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/kzgq3y/climate-denier-blogs-spread-online-

polar-bears-science" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">1 

December 2017</span></a><span style="color: #3366ff;">]</span>: 

<blockquote><em> “You don’t have to read far in her </em>[Crockford's]<em> material to see 

that it is full of unsubstantiated statements and personal attacks on scientists, using names like 

eco-terrorists, fraudsters, green terrorists and scammers.” 

</em></blockquote> 

Except I have never used any of those terms to refer to anyone, let alone a fellow scientist, which 

a search of my blog will attest. After my complaints, the passage was changed to this: 

<blockquote><em>“You don’t have to read far in her material to see that it is full of 

unsubstantiated statements and personal attacks on scientists, using names like eco-terrorists, 

fraudsters, green terrorists and scammers,” Amstrup said. In a follow-up email on Friday, 

Amstrup clarified that these statements to Motherboard were meant to reflect the climate denier 

community as a whole, rather than Crockford in particular. In an email to Motherboard, 

Crockford denied using those terms on her blog.<strong>" 

</strong></em></blockquote> 

A few times I was contacted for comment for these sorts of stories but it hardly mattered what I 

said, the tone of these articles were as bad or worse than the paper itself. 
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The <span style="color: #3366ff;"><a href="http://business.financialpost.com/opinion/terence-

corcoran-canadian-finds-polar-bears-are-doing-fine-and-gets-climate-mauled" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><em><span style="color: #3366ff;">Financial Post</span></em> 

</a>(</span>Terry Corcoran, 7 December 2017 <del>2018</del>: "<em>Canadian finds polar 

bears are doing fine — and gets climate-mauled</em>") carried a supportive essay that began 

with precisely the right tone: 

<blockquote><em>"We take you now deep out onto the frozen floes of Arctic science and polar 

bears, where the most dangerous threat known to man and bear alike is lurking among the 

icebergs: Junk science."</em></blockquote> 

Corcoran concludes: "<em>If this is science, we are all doomed.</em>" 

<h3><strong>Concluding remarks</strong></h3> 

If the Harvey et al. BioScience paper was really meant to be about the phenomenon of <a 

href="http://planetjh.com/2018/01/10/polarizing-polar-bears-unmasking-a-proxy-war-strategy-

by-online-climate-change-denialists/" target="_blank" rel="noopener">internet blogs</a> and 

their disparate views on climate change, as several Harvey co-authors<a 

href="https://ourchangingclimate.wordpress.com/2017/12/22/how-blogs-convey-and-distort-

scientific-information-about-polar-bears-and-arctic-sea-ice/#comment-39964" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"> insist,</a> they did a spectacularly bad job of it. 

 

The unprofessional attack on me and my work distracts from that objective, and the continual use 

of the pejorative "denier/denial" label is combative and unnecessary. The data used was sloppily 

collected and the analysis poorly executed. There were several blatant spelling errors. Any 

competent reviewer should have picked up on most of these issues and a competent editor would 

have rejected the paper out of hand on the basis of the inflammatory language alone. 

 

The only conclusion to arrive at, regardless of which side of the polar bear/global warming issue 

a reader may fall, is that the paper is a hastily thrown-together attack meant to destroy my 

professional reputation and make internet bloggers and the media leary of quoting me. 

 

A lone female scientist without the strong backing of a university must have looked like easy 

prey to 14 climate-action lions. However, this made the authors so over-confident they got bitten 

in the ass by their own hubris and they now have no one to blame but themselves. It will come to 

haunt them, this paper of which they are now so proud. 

<h3></h3> 
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<h3>Some pertinent comments from the blogosphere</h3> 

[A selection of blog posts, some with hundreds of additional comments, are listed below this 

section] 

 

<a href="https://ourchangingclimate.wordpress.com/2017/11/29/there-once-was-a-polar-bear-

science-vs-the-blogosphere/#comment-38878" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span 

style="color: #3366ff;">29 November 2017</span>.</a> <strong>Larry Kummer:</strong> 

“<em>…her [Crockford's] PhD in zoology and peer-reviewed publications in zoology are 

material information. Omitting them misleads readers. it [sic] is a serious error, warranting 

publishing an erratum…”</em> 

 

<a href="https://andthentheresphysics.wordpress.com/2017/12/03/polar-bears-and-arctic-sea-

ice/#comment-107314" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">December 3, 2017</span></a> <strong>Steven Mosher:</strong> <em>"...look. if 

she published about bears and not polar bears, someone would make a case about the 

difference.</em> 

 

<em>if she had published one about polar bears someone would make her short list an 

issue.</em> 

 

<em>they can make the number of papers the issue.</em> 

 

<em>the journal can be the issue.</em> 

 

<em>and you can dog whistle about her gender or age. everything is fair game.</em> 

 

<em>in the end you can probably take her to court for whatever and some wont [sic] 

object."</em> 
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<a href="https://wattsupwiththat.com/2017/11/29/more-slime-from-the-lewandowsky-mann-

machine-calling-for-trench-warfare/#comment-2680441" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span 

style="color: #3366ff;">November 29, 2017.</span></a> <strong>Kurt:</strong> <em>"This is 

the most telling quote in the piece:</em> 

<p style="padding-left: 30px;">“Scientists need to more effectively use Internet-based social 

media to their full advantage in order to turn the tide in the battle for public opinion.”</p> 

<em>Scientists shouldn’t be at all concerned about public opinion. I don’t see theoretical 

physicists wringing their hands over public acceptance of quantum theory, or astrophysicists 

trying to “turn the tide of public opinion” on whether information can escape a black hole. 

</em><em>That these guys are admitting to a PR agenda belies any pretense of objectivity in 

their research...”</em> 

 

<span style="color: #3366ff;"><a href="https://wattsupwiththat.com/2017/11/29/more-slime-

from-the-lewandowsky-mann-machine-calling-for-trench-warfare/#comment-2681023" 

target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">November 30, 

2017.</span></a></span> John Ridgway: <em>"My favourite quote from the piece is:</em> 

<p style="padding-left: 30px;">“Rhetorical devices to evoke fear and other emotions, such as 

implying that the public is under threat from deceitful scientists, are common tactics employed 

by science-denier groups.”</p> 

<em>So, presumably, <strong>“science-denier groups” </strong>doesn’t count as a rhetorical 

device?</em> 

 

<em>Do these people even bother to read back what they have just written?"</em> 

 

<a href="https://ourchangingclimate.wordpress.com/2017/11/29/there-once-was-a-polar-bear-

science-vs-the-blogosphere/#comment-38981" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span 

style="color: #3366ff;">29 November 2017.</span></a> <strong>Blair:</strong> <em>“…let’s 

pick up on Barry’s idea: how many articles were looked at on the York blog (a blog for a local 

newspaper). [considered a "science-based blog" by Harvey et al.] 

</em> 

 

<em>Since it is the blog for a community newspaper I wonder how they found a definitive case 

on that site. I ask seriously because the York Blog happen to have a number of stories about the 
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“York Polar Bears” who are, not a genera of Ursus but rather are a hockey team in the York 

region for special needs kids. (http://www.yorkpolarbears.org/). Any search of the York Blog 

will get lots of hits for “ice” (from ice hockey) and polar bears (from the team name) but few if 

any for Dr. Crockford (who does not write research papers on special needs hockey 

teams).”</em> 

 

<a href="https://ourchangingclimate.wordpress.com/2017/12/22/how-blogs-convey-and-distort-

scientific-information-about-polar-bears-and-arctic-sea-ice/#comment-39824" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">December 29, 2017</span> 

</a><strong>Thomas W. Fuller:</strong> <em>“Funnily enough, Bjorn Lomborg’s site as cited 

by Harvey et al 2017 does not have a search function, which is frustrating. I don’t know what 

articles or publications were used by Harvey et al, but I wasn’t able to locate any with polar 

bears in the title or first block of text in the first 20 pages of article listings. None of the 

publications refer to polar bears.</em> 

 

<em>However, Lomborg famously used polar bears in Chapter 1 of his book ‘Cool It,’ titling in 

‘Polar Bears: Canaries in the cage?’ One wonders why he didn’t use the more common phrasing, 

canaries in the coal mine… well, one doesn’t wonder much.</em> 

 

<em> The 5-page chapterette has 38 footnotes. Among those footnoted are Armstrup, Stirling, 

the IUCN, Monnett, Berner, the IPCC (repeatedly), Karl and Trenberth and other such 

luminaries.</em> 

 

<em>Crockford was not referenced at all.</em> 

 

<em>Until we have access to the specific articles by Lomborg at http://www.lomborg.com on 

polar bears that were the subject of scrutiny by Harvey et al, I am unable to attempt a validation 

exercise.”</em> 

 

<a href="https://ourchangingclimate.wordpress.com/2017/12/22/how-blogs-convey-and-distort-

scientific-information-about-polar-bears-and-arctic-sea-ice/#comment-39813" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">December 28, 2017</span></a>. 

<strong>Thomas W. Fuller:</strong> <em>“Well, here’s how I spent a day with the flu:</em> 
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<em> Watts Up With That (WUWT) is one of the blogs cited as a ‘denier’ blog by Harvey et 

al.</em> 

<em> It bills itself as the most widely seen climate weblog and with roughly 338 million page 

views to date, I doubt if their claim can be disputed.</em> 

 

<em>Up to September 15 2017 (the search date of Harvey et al), there were 85 posts with polar 

bear in the title. Examination shows that 83 of them were actually relevant to the search.</em> 

<em> Of those 83 blog posts, 19 were either guest posts by or interviews of Dr. Susan 

Crockford, the target of Harvey et al 2017.</em> 

 

<em>A gross count of citations of Crockford was not attempted–she self-cited repeatedly during 

her guest posts, much in the way Joe Romm does at Climate Progress, a typical citation being 

‘for the rest of my article see here.’</em> 

 

<em>However, on blog posts not authored by or featuring Dr. Crockford, a wide variety of 

sources were cited. I will paste them into my next comment.</em> 

<em> Included in those sources are repeated links to scientific papers by co-authors of Harvey et 

al: Armstrup papers were cited 6 times, for example, while Stirling papers were cited three 

times.</em> 

 

<em>In total, I found 93 external citations to non-Crockford sources on WUWT for qualifying 

blog posts, from journals ranging from Science and Nature to peerJ.com.</em> 

<em> The most frequent non-journal source cited was the International Union for the 

Conservation of Nature, which was linked to 7 times. The second most frequent were the NSIDC 

and the US Fish and Wildlife Service.</em> 

 

<em>It would have been possible to find many more external sources, but for two factors.</em> 

<em> The first is the large number of dead links, which I chose not to include in my list. The 

second was the number of posts by Jim Steele, a skeptical scientist. He placed non-linked 

references to many academic publications at the bottom of his posts, and I chose not to include 

them as they were not clickable.</em> 
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<em>Bart [co-author of Harvey paper], I submit that if Watts Up With That is representative of 

the universe of skeptical blogs your study covered that the results you report seem skewed.</em> 

 

<em>As the next comment will show, a naive reader wishing to explore both sides of the 

controversy about polar bears could do a lot worse than following the links presented in WUWT. 

Can you say the same for the non-contrarian blogs you investigated?” </em> 

 

<a href="https://ourchangingclimate.wordpress.com/2017/11/29/there-once-was-a-polar-bear-

science-vs-the-blogosphere/#comment-39407" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span 

style="color: #3366ff;">December 18, 2017</span><strong>.</strong></a> <strong> Dr. 

Richard Tol: </strong> <em>"We know that Jeff and Daphne collected the data, and that Peter 

did the PCA.</em> 

 

<em>We also know that no one was in charge of quality control on spelling, analysis, or data 

collection.</em> 

 

<em>I guess an honest declaration of author contribution would reveal that many of other 11 

authors really were a rent-a-mob.”</em> 

 

<span style="color: #3366ff;"><a 

href="https://ourchangingclimate.wordpress.com/2017/11/29/there-once-was-a-polar-bear-

science-vs-the-blogosphere/#comment-39749" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span 

style="color: #3366ff;">29 November 2017</span></a><strong>.</strong></span> 

<strong>Thomas W. Fuller</strong> <em>“Bart [Verheggen, co-author of the paper], the term 

‘denier’ in a climate context is a dog whistle to label the target as akin to those who deny the 

Holocaust occurred.</em> 

 

<em>A lot of sanctimonious justification has occurred to allow creeps to continue to use it. But 

there is no doubt about the provenance of the corruption of the term and no excuse for it 

appearing in a scientific paper.</em> 
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<em>James Hoggan of Deep Climate started pushing it in 2005 and it gained quick acceptance, 

starting with Ellen Goodman of the Boston Globe and spreading like the virus it is since 

then.</em> 

 

<em>A partial list of quotes with links can be found <a 

href="http://www.populartechnology.net/2014/02/skeptics-smeared-as-holocaust-deniers.html" 

target="_blank" rel="noopener">here. </a></em> 

 

<em>As if have frequently written on this weblog and elsewhere, it is hate speech hiding behind 

pseudo-scientific claptrap which amounts usually to the same sad justifications whites used to 

retain the right to use the n word, the k word, the s word, ad nauseum.</em> 

 

<em>Bart, it cheapens your paper to tabloid status regardless of whatever scientific worth it 

contains.”</em> 

 

<a href="https://ourchangingclimate.wordpress.com/2017/12/22/how-blogs-convey-and-distort-

scientific-information-about-polar-bears-and-arctic-sea-ice/#comment-40036" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">January 7, 2018</span></a> 

<strong>Thomas:</strong> <em>"...If you want to show that Crockford or the bloggers are 

wrong, you have to offer actual evidence to counter each claim they make. This is how science is 

done and it is what the literature is supposed to report—actual evidence of actual findings or 

experimental results.</em> 

 

<em>H17 does not do that and it’s laced with blatant ad hominem.</em> 

 

<em>It does not matter whether Crockford is right or wrong. All that matters is that H17 

viciously attacks her without producing any actual evidence that refutes her. She is deemed 

guilty solely by virtue of the fact that she offers arguments that are counter to the arguments of 

the authors.</em> 

 

<em>This is not science. Saying “she’s wrong because we’re right” is childish, intellectually 

vacuous, pablum."</em> 
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<a href="https://ourchangingclimate.wordpress.com/2017/12/22/how-blogs-convey-and-distort-

scientific-information-about-polar-bears-and-arctic-sea-ice/#comment-39964" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">January 5, 2018</span></a><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">. </span> <strong>[Harvey et al. co-author]</strong> <strong>Bart 

Verheggen</strong>: <em>“…Our paper is first and foremost a characterization of the 

blogosphere, and how it compares to the scientific literature..</em>.” 

 

<a href="https://ourchangingclimate.wordpress.com/2017/12/22/how-blogs-convey-and-distort-

scientific-information-about-polar-bears-and-arctic-sea-ice/#comment-39966" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">January 5, 2018.</span></a><strong> Richard 

Tol: </strong><em>“Bart, The data file contains all data used in the principal component 

analysis. It does not contain all data, in contravention of your university’s data policy.</em> 

 

<em>The data file does not contain:</em> 

<em> – rater ID</em> 

<em> – individual ratings for the seven 0/1 statements</em> 

<em> – individual ratings for pro/contra</em> 

<em> – individual ratings for four-way classification</em> 

 

<em>Missing, too, are the exact addresses of the blog posts analysed; and the criteria by which 

the Web of Science query was reduced to 92 papers.”</em> 

 

<a href="https://andthentheresphysics.wordpress.com/2017/12/03/polar-bears-and-arctic-sea-

ice/#comment-107470" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">December 5, 2017.</span></a><span style="color: #3366ff;"> </span> <strong>Jeff 

Harvey [paper lead author]</strong> "<em>...I have dedicated some of my career to fighting 

those who are intent on destroying nature for short term profit by countering distortions of blogs 

and people like Crockford. We are running out of time. <strong>Despite this I am depressed 

when people who should be on my side try and pick holes in papers like ours in Bioscience that 

are simply pointing out the obvious.</strong> One of the referees also said that our analyses only 

say what we already know. But we still needed to show it with data. If standing up to those 

denying that humans and nature are on a serious collision course means that <strong>people who 
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should be supporting me and my co- authors are joining in to criticize us,</strong> then maybe 

it’s time to throw in the towel and say future be damned."</em> [my bold] 

 

<a href="https://andthentheresphysics.wordpress.com/2017/12/03/polar-bears-and-arctic-sea-

ice/#comment-107490" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">December 5, 2017.</span></a> <strong>Steven Mosher:  </strong> 

<p style="padding-left: 30px;">“Despite this I am depressed when people who should be on my 

side try and pick holes in papers like ours in Bioscience that are simply pointing out the 

obvious.” [quote from comment above from lead author Harvey]</p> 

<em>"there are no sides in science son. You make a claim. we are duty bound to question it. You 

were duty bound to question it YOURSELF. That is what makes you a scientist. Not prior 

publications, but rather the practice of questioning and doubting your own conclusions and 

Showing US that you went through the rigorous process of methodological skepticism. When 

you dont publish your data we are left with this: you merely told a story about what you did. You 

havent shown us what you did or given us the tools to check your work.</em> 

 

<em>I dont doubt your conclusions, but you do have to show your work so that we can ensure 

that the data actually supports the conclusion. After all, we are trained not to simply trust our 

impressions. </em><em>At least I was.</em> 

 

<em>Also, why pick a biology journal that has no experts who can assess your content analysis 

work?"</em> 

 

<a href="https://andthentheresphysics.wordpress.com/2017/12/03/polar-bears-and-arctic-sea-

ice/#comment-107546" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">December 6, 2017.</span></a> <strong>cRR Kampen [Harvey et al. co-

author]:</strong> "...<em>Can’t see why Bioscience, with all the flak it is getting for this from 

all sides, didn’t add the [SI and data] material with the article."  </em>[SJC note: the paper was 

published online 29 November without the Supplementary Information and data, which was 

eventually provided by co-author Bart Verheggen on 7 December on his personal blog]<em> 

</em> 

<h3><strong>Previous blog posts of mine on this issue:</strong></h3> 
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<a href="https://polarbearscience.com/2017/11/29/polar-bears-refused-to-die-as-predicted-and-

this-is-how-the-propheseers-respond/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">Polar bears refused to die as predicted and this is how the propheseers 

respond</span></a> (29 November 2017) 

 

<a href="https://polarbearscience.com/2017/12/02/bioscience-article-is-academic-rape-an-

assertion-of-power-and-intimidation/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">Bioscience article is academic rape: an assertion of power and 

intimidation</span></a> (2 December 2017) 

 

<span style="color: #3366ff;"><a href="https://polarbearscience.com/2017/12/05/retraction-

request-to-bioscience-foia-emails-document-another-harsh-criticism-of-amstrups-2007-polar-

bear-model/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">Retraction request 

to Bioscience_FOIA emails document another harsh criticism of Amstrups 2007 polar bear 

model</span></a></span> (5 December 2017) 

 

<a href="https://polarbearscience.com/2017/12/11/bioscience-paper-and-starving-polar-bear-

follow-up/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">Bioscience paper 

and starving polar bear follow-up</span></a> (11 December 2017) 

 

<a href="http://polarbearscience.com/2017/12/16/bioscience-editor-tells-journalist-he-wont-

retract-harvey-paper/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">Bioscience editor tells journalist he won't retract Harvey paper</span> </a>(16 

December 2017) 

 

<a href="https://polarbearscience.com/2018/01/02/harvey-et-al-attack-article-mum-on-real-

selection-process-for-polar-bear-papers-used-in-their-analysis/" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">Harvey et al. attack article mum on real selection 

process for polar bear papers used in their analysis </span></a>(2 January 2018) 

 

<a href="https://polarbearscience.com/2018/01/04/failed-amstrup-polar-bear-predictions-have-

climate-change-community-in-a-panic/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">Failed Amstrup polar bear predictions have climate change community in a 

panic</span></a> (4 January 2018) 
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<a href="https://polarbearscience.com/2018/01/07/did-harvey-et-al-authors-aim-to-help-google-

censor-polar-bear-information/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">Did Harvey et al. authors aim to help Google censor polar bear 

information?</span></a> (7 January 2018) 

 

<a href="https://polarbearscience.com/2018/01/12/consensus-polar-bear-experts-dealt-with-

criticism-differently-in-2007/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">Consensus polar bear experts dealt with criticism differently in 2007</span></a> (12 

January 2018) 

 

<a href="https://polarbearscience.com/2018/01/22/blog-uses-my-polar-bear-info-but-no-link-to-

pbs-means-they-are-science-based/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">Blog uses my polar bear info but no link to PBS means they are "science-

based"</span> </a>(22 January 2018) 

 

<a href="https://polarbearscience.com/2018/02/04/bioscience-pushback-update-and-plea-for-a-

virtual-beer/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">BioScience 

pushback update and plea for a virtual beer</span></a> (4 February 2018) 

 

<a href="http://polarbearscience.com/2018/03/11/amstrup-colleages-cant-refute-my-critique-of-

their-2007-polar-bear-survival-model-part-1/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span 

style="color: #3366ff;">Amstrup & colleages can’t refute my critique of their 2007 polar bear 

survival model, Part 1</span> </a>(11 March 2018) 

 

<a href="http://polarbearscience.com/2018/03/12/amstrup-colleages-cant-refute-my-critique-of-

their-2007-polar-bear-survival-model-part-2/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span 

style="color: #3366ff;">Amstrup & colleages can’t refute my critique of their 2007 polar bear 

survival model, Part 2</span></a> (12 March 2018) 

 

<a href="https://polarbearscience.com/2018/03/26/an-embarrassment-to-science-bioscience-

editor-formally-rejects-retraction-request/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 
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#3366ff;">An embarrassment to science: BioScience editor formally rejects retraction 

reques</span>t</a> (26 March 2018) 

 

<a href="http://polarbearscience.com/2018/04/03/correction-notice-for-harvey-et-al-bioscience-

paper-retracted-due-to-error/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">Correction notice for Harvey et al. BioScience paper retracted due to error</span> 

</a>(3 April 2018) 

<h3>Blog posts by others on this issue:</h3> 

<a href="https://wattsupwiththat.com/2017/11/29/more-slime-from-the-lewandowsky-mann-

machine-calling-for-trench-warfare/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">More slime from the Lewandowsky-Mann machine, calling for ‘trench 

warfare’</span></a> (29 November 2017, by Anthony Watts, "<span style="color: 

#3366ff;">Watts Up With That</span>" aka WUWT) 

 

<a href="https://ourchangingclimate.wordpress.com/2017/11/29/there-once-was-a-polar-bear-

science-vs-the-blogosphere/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">There once was a polar bear – science vs the blogosphere</span></a><span 

style="color: #3366ff;"> (</span>29 November 2017 by co-author Bart Verheggen, with almost 

300 comments when closed) 

 

<a href="https://fabiusmaximus.com/2017/11/30/new-study-about-climate-science-debate/" 

target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">A new paper shows why the 

climate policy debate is broken</span></a> (30 November 2017, by Larry Kummer), reposted 

also at <a href="https://wattsupwiththat.com/2017/11/30/a-new-paper-shows-why-the-climate-

policy-debate-is-broken/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">WUWT.</span></a> 

 

<a href="https://cliscep.com/2017/12/01/climate-scientists-harassing-women-asexually-of-

course-again-matt-lauer-meet-michael-mann/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span 

style="color: #3366ff;">Climate Scientists Harassing Women (asexually, of course)–Again–Matt 

Lauer, Meet Michael Man</span>n</a> (01 Dec 2017 by Thomas W Fuller) 
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<a href="https://andthentheresphysics.wordpress.com/2017/12/03/polar-bears-and-arctic-sea-ice" 

target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">Polar bears and Arctic sea 

ice</span></a> (December 3, 2017, by Ken Rice, over 700 comments) 

 

<a href="https://cliscep.com/2017/12/05/susan-crockford-on-the-decline-of-the-polar-bear-icon/" 

target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">Susan Crockford on the decline 

of the polar bear icon</span> </a>(05 Dec 2017 by Paul Matthews) 

 

<a href="https://cliscep.com/2017/12/06/lying-about-susan-crockford-and-others/" 

target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">Lying about Susan Crockford 

and others</span></a> (06 Dec 2017 by Paul Matthews) 

 

<a href="https://cliscep.com/2017/12/06/who-wrote-the-worlds-worst-scientific-paper/" 

target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">Who Wrote the World’s Worst 

Scientific Paper?</span></a> (06 Dec 2017 by Geoff Chambers) 

 

<a href="https://cliscep.com/2017/12/06/polar-bear-gate/" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">Polar-Bear-Gate</span></a> (06 Dec 2017 by 

Paul Mathews) 

 

<a href="https://cliscep.com/2017/12/05/susan-crockford-on-the-decline-of-the-polar-bear-icon/" 

target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">Susan Crockford on the decline 

of the polar bear icon</span></a> (05 December 2017 by Paul Matthews) 

 

<a href="https://wattsupwiththat.com/2017/12/07/an-interview-with-dr-susan-crockford-on-the-

harvey-et-al-attack-paper/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">An 

interview with Dr. Susan Crockford on the Harvey et al. attack paper over polar bear 

research</span></a> (December 7, 2017, Anthony Watts, WUWT) 

 

<a href="https://climateaudit.org/2017/12/18/polar-bears-inadequate-data-and-statistical-

lipstick/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">Polar Bears, 
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Inadequate data and Statistical Lipstick</span> </a>(18 December 2018, by Roman Mureika, 

guest blog post at Steve McIntyre's <em>Climate Audit</em>. 

 

<span style="color: #3366ff;"><a href="https://cliscep.com/2017/12/14/polar-bear-attack-paper-

invalidated-by-non-independent-analysis/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">Polar bear attack paper invalidated by non-independent analysis.</span></a></span> 

(14 December 2017 by "Scepticus") Cross-posted from <a 

href="https://nigguraths.wordpress.com/2017/12/12/polar-bear-attack-paper-marred-by-non-

independent-analysis/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">Shub 

Niggurath</span></a> 

 

<span style="color: #3366ff;"><a 

href="https://ourchangingclimate.wordpress.com/2017/12/22/how-blogs-convey-and-distort-

scientific-information-about-polar-bears-and-arctic-sea-ice/" target="_blank" 

rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">How blogs convey and distort scientific 

information about polar bears and Arctic sea ice </span></a></span>(22 December 2017 by co-

author Bart Verheggen, with over 600 comments when closed) 

 

<span style="color: #3366ff;"><a href="https://cliscep.com/2017/12/28/okay-just-one-more-

post-on-polar-bear-gate-i-promise/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">Okay, just one more post on polar-bear-gate...I promise...</span></a></span> (28 

December 2017 by Thomas W Fuller) 

 

<span style="color: #3366ff;"><a href="https://cliscep.com/2018/01/02/the-value-of-dr-

crockford-and-polar-bear-science/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">The Value of Dr. Crockford and Polar Bear Science</span></a> </span>(02 January 

2018 by Thomas W Fuller) 

<h3>Footnotes:</h3> 

<strong>1.</strong> Compare these examples to Harvey and Pimm's 2001 <a 

href="https://www.nature.com/articles/415364a" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span 

style="color: #3366ff;">derogatory book review</span></a> of <a 

href="https://www.amazon.com/Skeptical-Environmentalist-Measuring-State-

World/dp/0521010683" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><em><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">The Skeptical Environmentalist</span></em></a> in the journal<em> NATURE, 

</em>an attack on <a href="http://www.lomborg.com/skeptical-environmentalist" 

target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">Bjorn Lomborg</span></a> for 
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daring to question Harvey's view that the world is going to hell in a handbasket (which he 

apparently<span style="color: #3366ff;"> <a 

href="https://andthentheresphysics.wordpress.com/2017/12/03/polar-bears-and-arctic-sea-

ice/#comment-107441" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: #3366ff;">still 

believes</span></a> </span>despite the lack of catastrophic change <a 

href="http://www.rationaloptimist.com/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><span style="color: 

#3366ff;">since then</span></a>). 
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